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GHiSPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION 
A - Choice of the Sub,1ect; 
The choice of Electrical (joods Industry as a subject for 
detailed investigation and analysis hardly needs any comments. Every 
country these days, is mobilising its efforts for industrial 
development, as industrialisation today is considered to be a slne-
quanon of .material progress Dr. T.R.Sharma and S.D. Singh remarks in 
their book 'Indian Industries 1966' - 'Industiy is the keynote of 
econanic development of a country. No country can ^ ogress and orosper 
without its Industrial Development'. Every society or countr^^for 
the progress and development of its industries. With the betternment 
of industries one can enjoy products of standard quality and at cheap • 
rates. The continuous process...of use of machines result in knowledge 
of new things which come to make our life more enjoyable and happy. 
That is why it is said that an ordinary labourer nowadays enjoys much 
more comforts than ware available to kings in olden times. A 
Rickshaw-puller 
can protect himself and can get refreshed for further 
work from the bitterness of hotness in hot summer days by spending few-
minutes under a fan in a hotel or elsewhere. 
Electricity is very useful in our daily life. It has beccme a 
part of our existfence and it is also making impossible thint^ s possible. 
By means of electricity we light our houses,roans, streets workshops 
and other buildings within the twinkling of an eye. This light is quite 
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pure and free from bad smells, siioke and gas. It adds to the decoration 
of buildings etc. It serves not only as a means of providing light but 
also increases beauty of the place. We can get light at cheap money. 
Electricity does many of our small works like an obedient servant. It 
cooks our focd, boils milk, and water. Thus it saves our time, energy 
and money and makes us more efficient. It helps in fighting weather. 
We can be warm in winter and may be cool in summer with the use of 
electricity. 
Electrification Plans pBovide a widescopeefor Electrical goodt 
industries in the private sector. Heavy electricals are in public 
sector while the private sector is given the responsibility of 
producing this type of products. There is hardly any sector that cannot 
benefit from the use of electricity. The siiaplicj:ty and the high 
degree of efficiency with which electricity can be used as a source of 
power, heat and light have contributed to the rapid growth in its 
utilisation. Experience all over the world shows clearly that the 
relative share of electricity in meeting the total energy needs has been 
steadily rising. This is corroborated by Indian experience as well 
National Council of Applied Economic Research showed in Demand for Energy 
In India 1960-75 that in 1950, electricity accounted for 15.6 per cint 
of the total commercial energy effectively consumed in the country, 
five years later this share-rose to 18.0 and it is estimated that by 
1975, it will reach 25 per cent. Nearby a number of power generating olaifcts 
/u4J-tL 
are located Qasimour^ ^ Samere) Palra^creates opoortunity of wide use of 
pover by industrial units as well as forS^ral electrifficaticns. 
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It is matter of great satisfaction that Ali"-arh, home of locks 
and scissors, is also now especialising in electric goods. It goes 
to meet the demands of bie bengalow-vallas and hut owners. Local 
producer not only meet the local demands but also send goods to other 
markets. The local demand is itself very heavy - on the one hand the 
number of electrified villages is incre^ 'Sing and on the other hand Jmjl 
the new comers to Ali-;arh Muslim University and due to construction of 
various other big buildings the need for electric goods is increasing 
day by day. Every new entrant to University buys a table lamp as soon 
as he is allotted a room in hostel. 
V/ith the establishment of industry in Aligarh, the local 
customers are able to get goods at cheap rates and it also saves 
foreign exchange but there are possibilities that this industry 
may earn a good amount of foreign exchaii^ e in near future. The goods 
are being sent to Ceylon, Malaysia and Indonesia. 
B - Nature and Scope of Enquiry; 
The present inquiry is primarily connected with the discovery 
of certain facts relating to the Electrical Goods Industry. Aiart from 
the discovery of facts relating to this industrjr, the present survey 
seeks to analyse the broad problems of Electrical^' Industry brought 
withixthe scope of this investigation these problsm relate to raw materials 
and labour. This ^ Inquiry, is, thus, not only descriptive but also 
analytical. 
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The area of oourecg undertaken is Aligarh city, the capacity 
of the industry to meet rising demand, the relative cost and orice 
and the resultant margin of profits available in each of these lines 
of production, the chanejes in pattern of consumotion and the 
incidence of these changes on the structure of costs and prices, the 
employment opportunities that they provide and problem of transport, 
organisation and laaour that they give to all these pane to be 
studied and analysed for purooses of economic appraisal. 
C - Statement of Problem; 
The present thesis aims at an analytical and statistical 
study to find out whether the development of Ali^ rarh Electrical 
Goods Industry is commensurate with industrial potentialities, to 
investigate into the possibilities of further development. Progress 
has been assessed particularly in the sphere of production and quality 
control, schemes of the Govemm^int have been critically examined and 
causes of the slow progress have been located. Incidentilly connected 
problems of marketing, finance, supply of raw raaterfels , management, 
oroduction and labour etc., have boen stated and suggestions have 
been offered at appropriate places. An attemot has been made to 
discover the form of organisaticsn which is most suited to tha 
development of this industry and thus, assign the exact role which orivate 
industrialists, the co-operatives and the government can olay in the 
development of this industry in future. 
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D - Method and Approach; 
The method adopted is that of personal investigation. 
A realistic approach has been made to entire subject under study. 
Organised and big factories have been fully discussed. In case 
of Cottage industries -thOiiPe is random sampling is adopted. 
Plan of Chanters: 
We start with the significant of study and there is given-Hv«, 
aai growth of indu.stry. In second chapter is siven a short history 
of this industry and Tipgress made b.,' it under Five Year Plans has been 
reviewed. Then light has been thrown on various electrical products 
produced in Aligarh. In next chapter we ha\;'e discussed the 
existing labour condition, the total labour force employed, total 
wages paid by industry, labour efficiency etc. The fourth chapter 
relates to capital structure of electrical gocds industry i.e. the 
total caoifcal emplqyed and its sources of finance, '^ he fifth chapter 
is entitled as organisation and management. This deals with the 
classification of industry from legal point of view, that is from 
mode of ownership and fron view point of scale of operation. This 
chapter gives the real picture of industry as it is. In chaoter 
six, the m'sthods of and total sales has bsen analysed. In the next 
chapter, an account has been ^ iven of state activities. 
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So'grces of Information and Difficulties Sncountered; 
Unorganised and scattered character of this industry 
made the task of collection of suitable data extremely difficult. 
But it is not quite as hazardous as is generally supposed. The 
lack of formal account books in small establishments is not necessarily 
a disadvantage. Questioned boldly for data alone, the small 
entrepreneur reacts with susoicion and dubious statistics, but once 
his interest is aroused, he gives his time and data freely. 
Moreover, the simple lookinfj oersonality of the investigator removed 
all the doubts of entreprenurs about the use of infomation. 
In case of enquiry, hovever, several published and unpublished 
notes come up for oxir discussion. In this connection, mention can 
be made to Ali^arh District Survey Rgoorts 1956,1960,1964. The 
ileoort of Unit to Iftiit Survey conducted by Small Scale Service 
Institute Kamur, proved to be of great help. V rious statistics 
were also taken from District Industries Office, Information Office, 
Office of Assistant Director of Small Scale Industries and from Sales 
Tax Office. I am especially thankful to inspector incharge at 
District Industries office who not only provided me official 
information from their records but helped me in checking data 
collected by personal investigation,-and oomo hand of ce &p^ &r.at4ea. 
CHAPTER ~ II 
G__R_0_W_T_H 0_F T_H_E I_N_D_U_S_T_R_Y 
A - Origin of Industry; 
Upto the end of the 19th century Industry and Transport 
remained to a very large extent dependent directly on coal for the 
generalton of heat and power. It was during the closing years of 
the last century when flydro-electricity was Investigated in India 
for the first time. But upto the end of First .VJ or Id 'iar all the 
accessories and equipments for the electric fitting and generation 
were imported and not a single factory was established for the 
oroduction of electrical o^ods befcre the First World War in our 
country. After the War few industrialists came forward to 
establish the factories for the oroduction of electrical accessaries 
to meet out the increasing demand for these products due to the 
expansion of electricity. But as a matter of fact the electrical 
goods industry in India was mainly confined to the production of 
few electrical goods upto the outbreakes of vSecond World War. As the 
figures show that 'In 1938-39 the value of the imports of electrical 
goods came to Kg.695086 - India's Basic Industries by P.T. Thomas, 
page 189. 
The war brought about a diminution in imports and a rise in 
demand. The heavy war demand necessitated the production of electrical 
goods in bulk quantity within a short soace of time. Therefore 
electrical goo'is industry in India came into existence in its 
fullest capacity within the period of Second iforld War. 
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Within this pericxi a large number of new factories were established 
in India for the oroducticn of each and evory type of electrical 
accessories to some extent. 
The main reasons responsible for the slow progress of this 
industry in India upto the Second World War were as follows: 
1. Most of the machinery required for electrical goods 
industry was imported fran foreign countries. 
2. Raw material required for the production of electrijal 
accessories were mostly imported from foreign countries 
throu<7h imoort licenses to obtain which was a very tidious 
job during the British regime and hence very few people 
could be attracted towards this industry. 
3. Indian people by nature bein-^  simple in their living did 
not pay any attention to the luxuries and amenities orovided 
by electricity and were mostly apathetic towards the 
adopticxi of the use of electricity and this also oro'/ided 
a great handicao in the advancement of electrical goods 
industry side by side the risks and damages involved in 
the use of electric current in domestic use also detracted 
people away from it. 
4. The mo-t responsible cause for its progress is the late 
introduction of electricity in India and afterwards its 
slow exDsrience. 
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As this industry started very late in India in comparison 
to other basic industries of the country. Ali^arh Electric Goods 
Industry also started very late as against the other industries of 
Ali =arh say lock industry, brass industry etc. 
In the absence of any relevant information, it is difficult 
to trace out the definite period of the origin of Electrical Goods 
Industry at jillgarh. Hut fiowever, ±t has been found out that the 
year 1927 may be taken as the starting ooint of Ali^arh Electrical 
Goods Industry when Sri Ramji Lai came out as the founder of this 
industry at Aligarh who established the National Electric Co., 
Sarai Kutab for the production of electrical s ; o o d s . The production 
of this company was only confined to ordinary brackets and very rough 
type table lamps. 
The next attempt in this direction was made by Shri Girdhari 
Lai Saxena in 1930. Upto the outbreak of World 7ar Second this 
industry did not nme any progress in its production and very few firms 
or workshops were established. Bixt durinp the War periol several 
new workshpps and factories of electrical goods were established, to 
fulfil the heavy war demand and they succeeded in holding the market. 
Leaving at present, the di?,cassion of stage development of the 
Industry let us proceed further to analyse the main causes responsible 
for the location of electrical go<3ds industry at Aligarh. 
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B - Causes of Location 
We can summarise the causes of localisation under the 
following heads for the sake of q,dequate and smooth description 
along with the details: 
i) Availability of Cheap Labour; 
Ali'^ arh district is one of the most thickly 
pooalated districtSof U.P as it is most fertile and cultivative 
district being situated in Do-Aba of Ganga and Jammuna rivers. 
This all makes the availability of chaap sind abundant labour during 
non-harvest oeriois. Electrical goals industry is more or less a 
cottage and small scale industry in which labour factor plays an 
initial role due to the ore-dominance of mannual and hand work. 
A particular sector of labouring oomlaticn has acquired a 
resoectable degree of soec ^ .isation in electrical goods manufacture 
and they pass and rather hand over this art from one generation to 
another. Most of the workers in their residential houses with the 
help of their family members and as these members grovm up acq aire 
oroficiency within a short duratiaaa. This all results in the 
availability of cheap adequate and trained efficient labourers 
to this industryi 
ii) G omplementary Indus trie s; 
The simultaneous runnin-- of pre-existing Brass Industry, 
Lock Industry, Brass Building Fitting Industry have also helped in the 
develooment and location of this industry at Aligarh. It has been 
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am asset to the electrical goods industry of Alic^ arh that the 
trained workers of these contemoorary industries have been 
available to the electrical goods industry the exoort workers 
of the moulding, filling and fittings and various other 
mechanical processes etc., have been readily available here 
for this very industry. The dealers of raw materials, such as 
scrajx, brass, cost Iron Moulding materials and scrap Alluminiam 
etc.etc., are also present at Aligarh since long. That is 
why that its early start was easy to perform. 
iii) Availability of Raw Materials; 
One of the chief causes of localisation of industry in 
Aligarh is the availability of raw materials. The existence of 
the lock,Brass, and Building fitting industries in Aligarh has 
rendered a great haljl for the availability of raw materials. All 
the raw materials e.g. iron sheet, cast iron/ysrat) brass moulding clay, 
chemicals etc., are available from the local dealers of Aligarh 
who have been stoc'-cing them since long to fulfil the demand of 
said industries. 
Delhi, caoital of India, is nearest to Ali^ a^rh, Delhi, along 
with the canital is an industrial city and where most of the raw 
materials required for the electrical Poods are available of ready, 
so that most of the materials i.e., chemicals, polishing materials, 
wires and other raw materials nnd some tools are purchased which 
are required for this industry by the electrical dealers from 
here. 
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iv) Transport Facilities; 
Aligarh is situated on the main railway line between Delhi 
and Gnlcutta. At the same time Aligarh Railway Station is as 
junction for connecting the Districts of Moradabad,Bareilly, 
Bulandshahr, Delhi and Agra. There are several metalled and 
ixnmentalled roads along with the Grant Trunk Road which facilitates 
convenient and quick transport vehicles etc. This is why that 
we get hers so many private Bus Syndicates, Transport Comoanies 
along with the Govsrnment Roadways. 
Availability of jSlectric Power; 
In the beginnin;? of the electrical goods industry of Ali''arh 
was at a small scale, hand tools and hand work were more in vogue, but 
with the develoomsnt of the i^ vdustry the need for the electrical 
pov'/er became more and more f^ snuine and vigorous. The development 
of I^ydro-electricity in Ali'-arh is also a boom to this industry. 
vi) Some other Factors; 
Besides the ai^e mentioned facts some other factors have bean 
responsible for the localisation of this industry at Aligarh. The easy 
availability of finance on easy terms from the Private Bankers and 
money lenders on personal securities along with commercial Banks 
has be^n responsible for the localisation of this industry at Aliearh. 
Though the conunei'-cial Banks advance loans only to the reoutative 
concerns of electrical goods y3t their help in this direction is also 
noteworthQT for Aligarh electrical goods industry. 
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After the discussion of the alone melitioned causes responsible 
for the localisation of this industry at Alip-arh, we come forward 
to our next point say, stage develooment of the electrical s-oods 
industry. 
G - Stages of Development; 
The stage development of Aligarh Electrical Goods Industry 
may be divided into the follcrving heads for the sake of elaborate 
details and adequate descrlotion of events in eveiy period, 
a) Pre-indeoendence period 
b) Post independence oeriod. 
c) First Five Year Plan 
d) Second Five Year Plan 
e) Third Five Year Plan, present position and fu-:,ure orosoects. 
k) Pre-Independence Period; The prelimenary work started in 
1927, when the National Electric Comoany was started by Shri 
Ramji Lai. But it manufactired goods by means of time worn methods 
and tools and so cauld not servive for a longer time. 
The real beginnin--r of industry at Aligarh takes place with the 
foundation of a firm which is now known as Imperial illectric Trading 
Company. The proprietor of this firm, Mr. Girdhari Lai, once went 
i-A. 
to Delhi and there he saw^ t^he hotel some electrical items. He 
watched all the material closely and thought in his mind of some 
ways to produce those things in the country. At that time articles 
of electric were imported from ifestern Countries. Only the production 
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of building material has started at Ali'arh. Mr. Girdhari Lai 
took some samoles(maiels) and became busy to get the electric goods 
produced within country. 
After this unto 1940, Bi- Bath Electric Industry, CoMtiercial 
Electric Company, Gupta Electric Industry etc., were established 
in succession. In 1940, one more firm was founded by Mr. J.3.'"axena 
During this oariod the position of manufacture^ was not 
economically sound because British Government did not like them 
prospering. They were not allowed licenses to buy raw materials 
from foreign and electric connection were not orocurable. In such 
a situTtion, foreign electric goods were showing their 
superiority. 
The Second 'iorld 7ar gave a sort of impetus to this industry 
as there was hu:'e demnd of electrical ^oois in the market durinp-
War period. The 7ar resulted in so many risks and difficulties 
in transport, the foreio^ n countries, being x> -edominently pre 
occuoied in manufacturing the war materials, foreign goods could not 
come to India in bulk quantity. These factors arose a v/ide scope for 
Ali^arh made electrical 'oods in the market. The result was that many f 
firms for the oroduction of electrical -'oods were established by 
Industrialists of Aligarh during War time. The names of Misra 
tiilectricals Co., ^shyao Electric Co., Industrial Electric Gorooration 
The 3est Gomoany, The Laboratory Electrical etc., are noteworthy in 
this direction. 
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This trend of market not only gave imnetus to the 
estaBilishmsnt of new firms but also gave opoortunity for the 
expansion of are-existing firms of :|lectrical r^ oods. And in 1941 
the Imnerial Electric Trading Co., was granted electric current of 
5 H.P. and commercial Electric Co. and Associated Electric and 
Metal Industry were granted electricity of 3 H.P. With the grant I 
of electricity power to these electrical goods manuCacturing 
concerns, they becan to produce Table lamos and Fancy Brackets, 
and clusters and besides ordinary brackets. New dasi^ jns also came 
into vjrifiae. The result was obviously the profit to the manufaiztures 
which was rather multiolied by the consumption of electrical goods 
by the government. This affected the electrical floods industry 
to a great deal. The goowing fame of the iddustry made the public to ex 
extend loan*: to the Electrical rrocds m.anufactjirers. 
But this aro^ -ress stage of Industry could not persist for a 
longer time. Though the demand for Aligarh made electrical pjoods 
was not less ye. due to the general uoheaval in the country and a 
unstable political position prevailing at that time and mutual 
distrust among the chief communities i.e. Muslims and Hindus and the 
effects of transitional aeriai just prior to indenendence in 1947 
and subsequent dis-orders and communal riotj the oroduction of 
Ali'arh Electrical Goods Industry could not be increased. 
b ) Post Independence;Period; 
The national government after coming to poit^ er aimed at rapid 
industrialisation. It orovided basic raw materials and olaced a bar 
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on foreign goods to enter in local markets. This oroved a boon to 
various industries of country and electrical goods industry at 
Ali<^ arh also enjoyed additional facilities. It was a golden 
oo-Jortunity for Its expansion. This industry began to «jet raw 
materials and facilities of electricity and coal. The new 
electric connections ware granted so th t machinary be put to use 
and the resaltant produced froods may be beautiful and better. 
Along with this the orohibition on foreign gocds due to the foreign 
exchnge difficulties, the martets were now ooened for the local 
made goods. Electrical ^^ o^ods producers exoended thair respective 
firms and they began to chalk out new olans. 
But again the Industry got a blow. It was of such 
a severe notice that many small units have to be closed down and 
big firms were also upset by the communal riots which occured in 
Delhi,Sanour,Agra. Muslim artisans began to migrate to Pakistan 
owing to the communal riots and there became a dirth of artisans 
in the industry as most of the skilled artisans belong to Muslim 
community in that period. There was all-round uncertainty. People 
did not like to port away with their money. It also caused financial 
crisis. 
Slowly as the situation beg^n to return to normal the industry 
also moved forward. Certain new inventions were made for the production 
of electrical goods. It was during this period that a fresh 
exneriement was made in electrical line by a newly started firm 
named Sarswat IndustriOil Electric Coroorition. Sprey painting 
t ough not quite unknown to Alifarh, as beinf utilised to a 
very limited extend by other industrialists of Aligarh, e.g. 
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camera making concern, and Messrs Ganga Saran & Sons private Ltd., 
B-ho dealt in paper and stationary was completely a new thing for 
electrical industry. The water tight fittings and bath room fittings 
were previously very roughly hand painted with varnish,colours and gave 
a rough looking. This firm started oainting these articles with 
Wico paints by spray Machines and the articles were piven a very 
fine look. These paints being water proof and sun-proof were of a 
l(&sting nature. These spray Wico painted articles were very much 
liked in the market. For a considerable time this remained a secret 
with Sarswat Industrial Corporation. After sometime the import of 
Wico paints was prohibited by the Indian government so other alternatives 
were sought for and this resulted in the use of stoving enamel paints 
manufactured by a British Firm named British Paints(India)Ltd. 
c) Under First Five Year Plan; 
In First 'Plan three factors caused this industry to 
ddvelop and exoand. The government of India, in her First Plan 
engaged herself in big construction works i.e. construction of big 
office buildings, educational institutes and various other projects and 
dams. Every constructiin has to be electrified. So this factor 
resxlted in heavy demand for electrical accessories. There was 
demand frcsn Government itself and from people who were getting 
accustomed of using electric current for domestic purposes. 
Not only the expectation were large but government also 
adopted a liberal attitude. Industrialists were granted power 
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connections and licenses etc. and grants by loans. Imoerial 
electric trading Go. was granted an expansion of electric power 
from 5 H.P. to 15 H.P. and it came under the purviarw of Industries 
Development and Regulations Act 1951. They were now able to obtain 
licenses from the Central Government for the import of raw materials. 
During this time there were new entrants into this industry, leaving 
lock industry where their products were being discarded on 
account of introduction of padlocks, and lever brass padlock. 
Many of them now be^ a^n to supply electrical goods and manufacture"^ 
of electrical goods on small scale cropped up. 
d) In Second Five Year Plan; 
In this period our planners took more interest in the 
development of industries of the country. Due to this policy 
electrical manufactures of Ali^ 'arh were also benefited to a great 
extent. Both the central and State governments provided loan to 
manufacturers of electrical goods. Their names are ^iven in the 
comincj table. 
1. The Imperial Electrici Trading Co. Rs.25,000 
2. The Misra lilectric Go. 7,500 
3. Shri Piare Lai Sharma 5,000 
4. M/S Associated Electric and Metal 15,000 
Industries. 
The production of some new electrical items also started 
in this period. Geilinp fittings combined shade and armature made out 
of Allumini'jm, be ran to be manufactured with the help of lathe machines. 
Shri Surendra Kumar started manufacture of cable wire under the name 
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and style of Indian ¥ire Praiuct(P)Ltd., Premier Wagar,Ali^arh in 
collaboration with Mr. Deena Nath Gupta Asia Cable Co., was set up 
by Mr. Jaipal Swarup for the manufacture of wire. 
Some stens were taten for the production of brass holder. 
Finally in the year 1960, the ovmer of Imoerial Electric Tradinj^  Co. 
started the manufacture of Brass holders under the name and style 
of Kumar Industries. Government provided a loan worth fls.90,000. 
e) Pur In;? Third Plan Period: 
In the beginnin- of this period, industry continued to 
register progress. Many new unihs came into existence in this 
oeriod. At least 2 new units were established. Government continued 
to provide its symoathy by providing loans and sanction of raw 
materials quotas. Messrs United Electricals were sanctlcsied a loan 
of h3.30,000 to exoand their workshop and increase their production. 
Messrs Sin^hal Sn-^ ineering Co., started the manufacture of electric 
motors and is makinp good progress in this direction. Messrs United 
Traders also achieved considerable success in the oroduction of 
conduit. 
^^ Present Position and Future Prospects; 
At present there are five firms which are registered under 
Factories Act of 1948. Durlnp the last two or three years, more than 
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10 firms have conie in existence. line Material Co.has started 
functioning with caoibal investmant of the order of 1.25 lakhs. A large 
number of new oroducts axe being produced. Line Materj^.! Co., is 
producing circuit boxes, Hi^h and Low tension boxes, Imoerial 
Electric Co., has staged producing street light fittings. 
Several new firms are also seen, operating» The secret of 
their survival together with bij? well-established f i r T i s , is the 
fact thAt they nroduce each and ev-^ ry s Lnsrle oart of every article 
that they oroduce instead of getting it orepared from other artisan. 
It reduces cost. By selling at lower orices and also carina about 
quality of products thej: new firm have captured marlets from 
older firm, the name of .Urmal electrical Co., is worth-mentioning 
in this connection. 
The future prospects of this industry are also very bright. 
The demand af for its products is increasing not within the country 
but even from outside countries. Uptil now Imperial Slectric Co., 
was exporting the leoal, now others have also secured some orders 
from Nepal. 
Most of the manufactures have plans of exoansion of their 
existing plants and three or four of them have been allotted sites 
in Industrial Estate where they will produce in larger quantity and 
also new oroducts. 
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New items have been added in the li-'.t of electrical 
f^ ccds being produced at Aligarh, of this the orodaction of street 
light fittings is of importance. Its production was taken up 
by Imoerial Electric Go. The varieties of each product are also 
increasing since 1962. Now we get a number of varieties of a particular 
item. 
Dislocation were caused by two Wars, firstly the war with 
China in 1962 and with Pakistan in 1965, caused uncertainties in the 
market . Orders from outside market centres were stooped, ilailways 
did not accept tb carry electrical goods and private truck owners 
hesitated in taking their trucks to long places due to fear of 
Government's imoositinn of emergeiicy duty on them. All this resulted 
in slowing down the pace of -growth which this industry was gaming 
One more unfortunate thing haooend in 1965-66, The Associated Electric 
and Met-il Co., which was in existence since 1940's stooped production 
Its main raw material was metal oroduct and it was banned by Government 
and there were some financial crisis also. So it has to removed from the 
oicture. Now its owner t'Ir. Jaipal Swaruo is getting famous as an 
advocate. With the expectation of ftumoer crop the over all prospects 
are brighting. Rural electrification is on increase and bumper crop 
will further add to it by increasing purchasing Do\/er of villagers. 
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PRCDUCTS 
Here we come to trace the inforimtlon about the 
electrical oroducts that are oroduced at All^arh. We will discuss 
imoortant products and their viarieties,and important parts of some 
items. Products axe numerous owftor. digoeroaim will take account 
of only imoortant oroducts(which are not produced in limited 
quantity). 
The main items are o-ivgn hare under separate heads: 
1. B R A C K E T S ; Brackets,may be classified into two classes, 
i.e. ordinary brackets and Fancy brackets. 7e will discuss both of them. 
a) Ordinary Brackets; The brackets are fixed in the walls 
of the rooms of every electrified house and buildings to be fitted with 
holders to hold the electric bulbs. This article has, got occupies a 
very imoortant place due to its great demand and heavy production. 
Brackets are of various sizes according to length and diameter. The 
diameter of these brackets are l/2" and 5/8'' generally and 3/4'' in 
particular. As regards length, the following are the sizes geneaally 
in vo'^ ue say 4", 6" , 8' ' ,9'' ,10' ' and 12' ' . These brackets are made 
out of brass sheet as well as iron sheet. Ordinary bracket is 
ccmoosed of two parts i.e., one is base and second is pipe. 
i) Bases: These are generally moulded out of brass and 
are smoothed and then polished. 
ii) Pipes: The pipes are made out of sheets of brass as well 
as iron. The sheets are cut into nieces according to the 
requirements and are welded. The welded oioes are oassed 
on to the workers who bend them on suitable design,cut 
threads on both ends, and thereafter give a final touch of 
filing. As this item has 'fot an increased market through-
out India as well as outside the consumotion of ordinary 
brackets in very high, firstly because it is very cheap and 
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secondly in all the government buildings it is the only ordinary 
brackets which is utilised for fitting 
B - Fancy Brakcet; 
These are generally made out of square pipe. The round 
pipes are turned into square shape through a machine. The square shpes 
-and-4Ar give it a beautiful lookjsome ottor accessories are fitted 
with the pipe. There are certain fancy brackets which are made 
complete with the addition of round brass bases used with the 
ordinary bracket are again fitted with brass moulded and fitted bases 
in different designs say square, 
2 - Table lamps; 
The other product which we find associated with every firm is 
table lamps. They are variously designed and have different length 
and breath. They are very important from the point of view of sales and 
get a sound ready market. They are dema.nded by students,officers and 
businessmen etc. Table lamos may be divided into two categories 
i) Brass table lamp stands, 
ii) Coloured Table lamps. 
i) 3ras3 Table Lamps; These are manufactiired completely out of 
brass and involve high cost of production. 
ii) Gologred Table Lamos; These coloured table lamps are more 
demanded than other table lamps because their cost of production is less. 
They are very attractive and beaufiful. 
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3 - Cluster or Jhars; 
Som3tirae back, Jhars were contributed to decoration of 
bungalows of Nawabs and used to cause great disr)lay at the time of 
various functions. But their olace is beins^  ta'cen by tube lights. 
Jhars may be classified into two categories: 
I) Clusters with Brass brackets 
II) Clusters with Candle Light Brackets: 
I ~ '^ l^ s^ters with Brass Brackets; 
These clusters are manufactured with ordinary brass brackets 
which are generally used for the decoration purooses in ^ ^ iitiarriages 
exhibition fairs and feasts by the electrical contracto" /The clusters 
with fancy brass brackets are used for the decoratio/ ^/houses and 
buildings etc. These clusters are costly and gene' ydly are used by 
/ 
wealthy as well to do persons for the decoratL^ 4f their drawing roans. 
These clusters are very much used in South India 
II - Candle Light Jhars; 
This product is the latest introduction of Aligarh electrical 
goods industry in the varieties of clusters. These clusters are more 
attractive in comparison to the cluster of brass brackets. The pieces 
of these clusters are not more and have not got an univei/al market and 
its consomntion has been increasing day by day. 
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Some, other importait products of Aligarh Electrical Gocds 
Industry are mentioned below: 
1. '-Jater tight brackets 
2. Bath-room fittings 
3. Shade carriers 
4. Hand Reflectors 
5. Lamp locks 
6. Ceiling fittings 
7. ^ 'Jater-tight switches 
8. Gable-Sockets 
9. Double -Q^S^eflector 
1@. Wires 
11. Conduit fittings - Tea,Dend,Elbovf,Joint Box or Junction box, 
Reducer-socket. 
12. Holders 
13. Pendent Hods 
14. Brass Tilting Nio^les etc. 
The number of artiples produced is increasing. But due to 
two reasons, quality has been effected, firstly due to keen 
competition amongst producers, and tendency of the public to purchase 
low priced ?oods. 
For photographs of some of these oroducts see Appendix. 
GHiifTSii - lie 
L A B O U R C O N D I T I O N S 
IMT.iCDUG'riCN; Importance of Labour and Source of SuDply: 
The study of ooureaa o-^o^ manufacturing uAits impells us 
to discuss in some detail the conditions of labourers emolqyed 
in them. The imoortance of human element in industrial growth 
cannot be over emohasised. The two most important pillars on 
which the economic structure of any industry deoends are capital 
and man of these two men being the active factor plays a more 
imoortant role. It would hardly be an exaggei'ation to say that 
the labourers are the very limbs of indu~trial body and the persons 
engaged in the industry are lazy, incomoetent, as again caoable 
and hard working, will not contribute toimrds industrial uplift and 
the orosoerity of the country. 
The importance of labour in the fieB of industrial development 
of any country or town hardly needs any emphasis. New machines 
are bein? used. But ohysical labour if handled oroperly, and if 
luckily techdically equiped will aut.omat Lcally and obviously 
E^ ive satisfactory results and nrove a boom to industry. 
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'8:- '^ hs first point to be considered is to find out the various 
sources of labour supply to the industry of Ali^arh. At present 
labour force for the Electrical goods industry of Aligarh 
cones from the following sources: 
1. Local labour 
2. Labour from adjoining villages 
3. Labour from outside the District. 
1. LOCAL LA30UR; 
Slcilled labourers who are employed in the industry are 
generally locally settled. This means that electrical goals 
industry is able to get the required supoly from the area \./here the 
particular industrial unit is located. 
2. Labour From M.ioinlng Areas t 
In India villages are the main source from where big 
industrial establishments draw their labour force. Economic and 
social transformation has not checked this fl:.w from the village 
to the town . Ac. Aliqarh is surrounded by small villages, the 
bulk of unskilled labourers employed in industries comes from 
neighbO'iryfing rural areas. 
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S. Labour from outside the Market; 
The number of outside labour^ in Aligarh elect/indx^ try 
is very small. Generally such workers are skilled. In the 
relative large scale units there are some technical and 
managerial exoerts, who have been imported from outside. 
Classification cf Lab ouri 
By labour we do not mean a man doing a particular job. 
It includes men doin:^  so many activities. Roughly estimated this 
industry provides employment to 1200 workers. Labour engaged 
in Aligarh Electrical Industry may be divided into the following 
categories: 
a) According to skill - skilled and unskilled 
b) According to caste and community - Hindus and Muslims. 
c) Aecordin- to the oroces 3 
d) According to sex 
'/e may assess tte relative strength of the labourers according 
to the above evillnlf one by one. 
^) Division of Yorkers According to slcill 
Acccrditig to the quality of workers there are tv/o classes of 
labourer viz., skilled and unskilled. Skilled labourer are those 
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who are expert technicians and have devoted to the whole of their 
lines to the industry. They are qualified in different arts of 
manufacturjig and make first class articles of superior quality 
within a comparative shorter time. These expert tectoicians not 
only help in the production of fancy electrical goods, but also 
invent newer and latest designs and models. These new designs 
and models are intended to crsq^ te a revolution in the consumntion 
pattern of society, and theye to capture new markets by 
rendering older obselete varieties. Unskilled workers are those 
who do not require any special training, who can be emoloyed on 
odd jobs without previous notice. Normally they work under the 
supervision of skilled labourers. 
The following table gives the relative strength of two 
categories of workers in electrical -^ oods industiT-: 
Table No. 1 
Percentage-wise distribution of skilled & Unskilled labourer 
Labour category No.66 workers Percentage 
Skilled 469 35.6 
Unsiilled 850 64.4 
Total 1319 100 
Source: Secretary, Electrical As ocia tion and Personnel 
Investigation,Aligarh. 
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Division of Workers According to caste and Gommxmityt 
Every institution, every organisation in our country is 
filled with aeoole of different bolis^. They live in a 
homogeim^way but there hatrogenous character becomes aoparent from 
thair activities. In Aligarh electric goods industry we find neople 
of different religions Hindus Muslim and Sikhs. Though no fixed 
work has been set down for any particular community or caste. But 
it is an interesting fact thnt people belon-ing to a oartipular 
comnunity dominate on a oarticularl process. taonT the Mulims, 
the majority of the oeople are of Ansaries, Barbar, Shetkhs, and 
Rang]\rez. They are chiefly employed in the hand polishing fitting 
and fitting spray painting etc. There was a time before the 
partition of the country, the filling work was done by the Muslims 
in majority. But now the oositlon h«s clanged to remaining orocesdes, 
viz, Assembling nakking, brass, iron sheet cutting, etc etc. Most 
of the Hindus belong to the caste of the ^ ratmiacn, Brahmans,Barhai coilies 
and Vaish. The coolies are employed in the moulding process and 
Brahmans in welding,fitting and fitting sheet cutting etc. Hindu 
Workers "are in .majority. The following table gives the number of 
Hindus and Muslims of various castes. 
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Table No. 3 
Number of workers In DifTerent Proces iSS 




c )l'Iitti Pisaiya 





5. Soray painters 
6. '.'Jelding 
7. Packers 
8. Pete raki^ .g 








































Source: 7ith the help of manufacturers and Mistries. 
D) Division of lork rs on the basi^ of sex: 
Aligarh electrical <?oods w industry provides the emnloyment 
to a considerable number of children and women in different 
manufacturing orocesses. They are employed in these operations wiich 
do not require much technical knowledge. These processes are c^ enerally 
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filling, moalding, fit ting, and vfelding. Apart from being 
cheaoer, in many cases, women workers h-^.ve proved more 
efficient than their male rivals in the different operations 
of productions, "indu ladies are mostly experts in the art 
of moulding and weldinc, while the Muslim ladies are soecialists 
in fittins'. The women and children who are related to this 
i .dustry do their work mostly at home and not in the industries. 
Men of mature years and ages are generally more 
com-oetent and skilled and hard working. Heavy, com^licated 
and mechanical operations done by them. They are generally, 
employed in mou''iing,fiting, filli g, electroolatlng, mechanical 
polishing and sheet cutting orocess etc. 
Table 4 
Breakdovm of '/orksrs According to Sex 
Sex Total No. of workers percentage 
Men 1165 88.5 
'•/omen 154 11.7 
1319 100 
Source: Industrial Office of Aligarh and personal 
investigitlon. 
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3. Recruitment of labour; 
Proper recruitment of worlers is the firfet condition 
for the develooraent of a stable labour force. It is true that 
employers have always been able to find recruits for industries, 
but it is one thing to run industries vri.th labour and it is an 
entirely different i^ hing to run them with workers who are 
suitable for jobs assigned to them. If proper care is not 
taken in the recruitment of labour force, the employers, the 
worlers and the community are bound to suffer employer siaffers if he 
does not get the man best suited for a particular job; the worker 
suffer if he cannot find a job for which he is best suited, and 
the community suffers as a result of low orodictitity and dis-
satisfaction among workers and emnlpyers. Proper recruitment of 
workers is thus the first condition for the development of a stable 
labour force. Recruitment is the first step in industrial 
emnloyment. The ultimate success or failure of large emnloyment 
denends in large measures upon the methods and organisation 
by means of w'"ich the workers are brought into the industry. The 
met'' ods of recruitment followed by Electrical Goods Industry is 
as follows s 
a) .iecruitment through jobber 
b) ^ .Recruitment at factory gates 
c) Recruitment through additional lines. 
r\ 
d) Recruitmant throu-^ h emoloyment exchange. 
e) iiecruitment through newsoaoers. 
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a) liecruitment through Jobber 
a) - Ilanufact ires always k^-p some -^ j|:^ akadars, sardar, Mistries etc., 
who come easily in contact with large number of peoole 
They bring workers to factory for jobs. This is the most oopiular 
method of recruitment being adopted by electrical f-oods manufacturers 
of Alis;arh. These people act as some via medias. The employers 
fix the terms and condition of the workers with the help of these 
via medias. The conditions are hirhly conducive to financial 
r;ain for the jobber, -bribery is a common practice. They take a 
fixed ccmmission on the supply of labour from the emt)lqyers and on 
the other hand they also charge fee from workers as the price of 
engagement or re-employment after a period of absence. Now this 
method is loosing importance. 
b) Hecruitment at Factory Gate 
i-tecruitment at Factory-in India persons in search of jobs 
are a conno.i sight. They go to addre^; manufact.ir^ at factory 
raremises and ilso for job. If the manufacturer is satisfied 
with the man and his term he "Meruits him. 
°) -tecruitment throu^ -h Additional T.inks; 
'/orkers already employed in the factory advertise the 
vacancies 'inono;st their relatives and friends and those who 
are in need of smnl yment assemble themselves on the -'ate of the factory 
and with the he ID of these relatives they find a job. 
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d) - Recruitment throupih Smoloyment 3xchanp:e: 
Thin method is best use in electrical •^ oois industrj" of 
Ali^arh.Smoloyers do not extend their co-operation Lo the 
employment exchange which is the most scientific method of getting 
the right sort of man for right sort of job. One or tx^ o units 
i.e., Imo^rial Electric Tradin'j Comoany, som--?times fills un its 
vacancies through the employment exchange. 
e ) Recruitment through IJewspaners ; 
Sana of the firms are making- recruitments through the 
newspapers. The procedure follows usually consists of advertising 
the posts for which the fiimis are needed. In the newsoaoers, the 
local oaoers namely Nagric, Danik Parakash, Saheed etc. deal with the K 
advertisement of this sort. 
This system in f a c t , has not made any marked oro~ress in the 
Case of industry due to the lack of l i teracy amonst the workers. 
4. Methods of ?a/ment; 
This subject is related to moti-ure force behind takinr all 
sorts of inconveniences, by workers. Wage problem is the most 
imoortant issue before a narticular industry because wa^es determine 
the efficiency of workers which in. turn has a sound effect on the workinp 
of the industry. The standard of living and efficiency of workers 
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working class defends UDon the scale of wages they get. The 
essential thing towards a solutioii of the wage oroblem is a 
method of wage oayment. The msb'iods of wa^ ie nayment follov/ed 
by the Aligarh Electrical Goois Industry are:-
a) - Time ware system, 
b / - Piece Wage system 
c ) - Contract wap;e system. 
fl) - TIME \<J1C,E SYSTgM; 
In this mStj^ od the worte rs are oaid on time basis. 
This is found in such cases of such categories of emoloyees whose 
worlc is obviously impossible to evalull^ on a quantitative basis. 
It is found ill tKose traces where quality rather quantity of outmt 
is an imoortant consideration. The cases to which the system is 
confined are clerks, !-Iunims, Histries, Cxate keepers, Salesmen and 
packers etc. 
) Piece 7age System; 
In this system, wages are oaid according to the quantity 
o"^  wor" doie. TJds is the most important method of rewunerating the 
worksrs in the electrical goods industry^!®"The piece wage system 
under which the workers are paid certain sums oer unit or a niece of 
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work comoleted by them. In this system there is no limitaticn 
for working hours. 
Both these system have their own Under time 
v/age system generally workers try to waste their time but do not 
try to dste.'iorate quality. But under the second method oroduction 
oer worter is larger but quality deteriorates. Piece v/age system 
also enables the producer to discriminate to some extent between 
suToliers and less efficient workers and so by a re-arrangement of 
his staff to develoD his orgT.nisation on the most productive and 
e'Yicient lines. For checkin<^  qaality, a proper check is kept by the 
employers ly prescribing a certain standard of nlality and the 
worksrs are oaid accordingly. Such a system is found in moulders, 
filers, fitiers, polishers, electro-plators, sheet cutters and 
welders. 
c) COJTRAGT WAGE SY'JTgM 
In this sytem there is no direct contact between the worle rs 
and emolcyer. The emoloyer give his work to a middle man who pets 
it r^ady by workers and this contractor also settles term of oayment 
eitasr orally or written. In f^is system makes it possible to 
produce any increased amount in emergency without much both3ration. 
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But this advantage and other advantages, however, are 
counteracted by the di.iadvantage of contractors nower of 
exTjloitation. Further it enables the orincioal amoloyers to 
r 
escape most of the labour acts. 
S " .-fages iilarned: jjjad Trend of Expenditure: 
The quantity of wheat, pulses, fruits and gh^ .e etc., that 
a worksr can consume and add to his health defends upon the amount 
of his efficiency. If a worker is more active and smart, it will 
add to quality and quantity of oroduction. Therefore, we now pass 
on to an examination of the actual amount of earnings of different 
categories of employers in tiis industry, 
Jhe range of investigation is rather wide, because the 
earnings vary not only frcm nro »ess to process but also from man to 
man evenin the same process according to skill integrity of the 
operator. The relation of t'ne worters, with the employer, their 
standing and experience, the level of their skill experience and 
trainin? n nd vast number of other fadtors enter into the actual 
process of wage fixation and somstimes too personal to be subjected to 
scientific analysis and interpretation. The following table, 
however, gives in broad terras, an indication, range of eamino-s 
witMn \jhich some of the important category of vrorkers in a large 
number of concenrs may be said to generally be: 
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Table Mo. 5 
Earnings in Different Processes 
S.No. Particulars 
wages per 





Mistries 140 -200 60 
Puhubiyas 90 140 50 
Mitti Pisai 60 110 50 
2. Sheet Cutters 
Kati cutter 50 70 20 
Machine cutter 65 95 30 
3. Welder 70 100 30 
4. Fibers and fitters 80 120 40 
5. Polishing 60 100 40 
6. Soray painters 85 120 35 
7. Packers 55 75 20 
8. Clerks and Munimis 90 170 80 
9. Selling agents 160 250 90 
Source: P?rsonal Ennuiry. 
TRSTOS OF A X F S ' D I T U R E : 
Inspite of such a meagipe inconB these workers are not 
familiar with their lot and do not spend their income in a 
manner as to get maximum satisfaction. Befote advocating the 
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case for on increase in wa-es, it is essential to work into 
the wa^ e^s in which they saend their earnings. It naturally 
leads us to an examination of the worl<!=rs model family budget, the 
details have been given in A-oiendix. The following percentap-e 
distribution, of the income s-nent by the ave-age workers is ?iven 
for ready refeeence. 
Table No.6 
Trends of Expenditure of tyoical - labour 
S.No. Item of exnenditure Percentage of the 
income spent. 
1. Food 46.0 
2. Clothing 12.0 
3. ^ House rent and renairs 8.0 
4. Light and fuel 7.8 
5. Educational and ^ '^ alth 2.5 
6. Recreation and .Amusement 11.0 
7. Miscellaneous 12.7. 
Total 100.0 
The inscientiflc character of the workers expenditure 
is obviously enough from the above table. As shown above the 
expenditure on Recreation and Amusement and Miscellaneous heads 
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alone comes to about i'3'7 per cent of the total income when it is 
eXDlained that the Miscellaneous head includes such item as matrtag^ 
drinking, etc., The defect of budgetting become 3 all the more 
prominent. Sxoenditure on health and education is almost next to 
not ing. Inspi e of this, the inve tigation reveals that a large 
number of workers are indebted. 
6. fORKMG G^jDITI^MS: 
It is said that environment creates a man and if we 
imorove the environment we improve the man. The working condition 
under which a person works have got a marked influence on his 
health, efficiecy ani quality of work done. Good working conditions 
have a great effect not only on the efficmcy of work=;rs but 
also on their wi-es, mi-oratory cKaractpr and iidustrinl relation 
amon? the worfe rs and emoloyers. '/orkin- condif.ons generally depend « 
uoon the mercy of the employer. Working co.dition inelectrical '^ oods 
industry at Aligarh are for from satisfactory if we examine them on 
the basis of the working condition as they exist in Western Countries 
or as they should be in an idle industry. But thinking of the 
relative position of industry we can say that wdrxing conditon on 
the whole are not too bad. 
A - Factory Premises; 
The manufacturing work is done on different scales and 
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different caoacities. Most of the work is done in small 
dewellin<5 houses. The whole factory aremises of the industry 
may be divided into three types of factories 
1) large factories 
2) Small scale workshops 
3) Cottage and house workshoos. 
The condition of working oreraises of the large factories are 
satisfactory to some extent. Mostly all these factories 
are newly constructed acdording to orovisicns of the Factory Act 
1948. The arrangement for tempsrature reat rooms, ventilation, 
snace inside the factory, cafety measures drinking water, Siath 
rooms etc. are particularly considered in constructing buildings 
of factories. 
But the condif.oa cf working premises in case of small 
scale workshons and house workshops are very j^ ltiable. 7ith no 
OJV-O. 
arrangement even for dirt aietee and drinking wa.er, they^situited 
in congested areas and dirty sorroundings. Th-?se workshops are 
the Paachcha workshops and the small four walls havs been made 
which are covered with chhappar. 
B - Housing Gonditiaii; 
This sesms to be satisfactory. Bscause this nroblem arises where 
the workers reside in Industrial l<^ ality. But in case of workers engaged 
in electrical goods industry, this is not ^ workers, most of them 
local, spent t eir non-factory time at their wn houses. 
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G ~ Employer. Employee Relationship 
Employer-employee relationship is an important 
aspect of the situation, le find that in case of this 
industry the atmosphere is not free frcm tension. Most of the 
units are aot very big and therefore employers are able to 
maintain a close contact with their emplcyeos. Fev workers 
in a Particular unit are dealt as their own man. 
D - Trade Union; 
Trade umions safeguard the interests of labourers and 
provide facilities and labour welfare. But in case of this 
industry the most of the worlers ai's illite^-ate. Due to 
illiteracy, they could not maintain their union. Now there 
union is divided into sub- unions. They hive only the slogan and when 
the temperature arises they wish the help of Dhatu Mazdoor Sangh, 
(which is a union of all factory vork?rs in town), start a 
comoaign for rise in wages. 
^ " forking Houses: Overtime,Holidays and Leave Etc: 
The Factory Act 1948, introd iced the scheme for such Droviyioi 
the period of working hours was fixed to 48 hours in a week or 
8 hours in a day by the net. ^ ut in case of electrical manufacturing 
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units, it can be said that only a few large scale electrical 
goods manufacturers are workinr according to the Factory Act. 
Most of the workers are busy in their work from morning till 
evening. So the range of working hours in the industry varies 
from 8 hours to 14 hours in a day. The working hours generally 
begin from B A.M. to 5 P.M. an internal of an hour. 
Rules and .-egulations in connection with the overtime 
work are ourely governed by the emuloyer of the industry and 
not by the Factory Act 1948, 
The position with regard to holidays and leave is not 
satisfactory in electrical goods industry. Holidays and leave 
with pay are generally granted only to permanent workers, electrical 
and sTOsrvisory staff. The daily rated oiece rated and contracted 
work'rs are usually not <^vGn any holiday with oay. A weekly holiday 
is generally aroviied by each firm and factoyj'' to its workers. 
But labourers, even in holiday, are seen, working in the houses 
and behind the door of their shops. 
C - Provident Fund Facilities: 
Some Ali -arh electrical goodscjp factories are oroviding 
the Provident Fund Facilities to their workers. The labourer get 
their provident fund at the terminition time of their services. 
A number of factories which indirectly i^ a^ve more than 50 to 60 
oorkero do not offer the orovident fund benefit, to their workers. 
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The main resoonsible reason for this are the negligence of Duty 
of Government Labour Department and system of :>iece rate wages 
bein^ adopted in industry, 
D - Technical Trainin-: 
'/orkers work under the guidance of their 'Ustad' in the 
Karkhanas and learn the art frrai their Ustad since their childhood 
and become expert artisans. These artisans invent new desifns and 
better methods of oroduction. Exdept this electrical o^ois dealers 
do not orovide any technical training to their workers. The lack 
of tech ical training has hamoared the pro<^ ress of industry. The 
training imnorted by 'Ustad, is very narrow in the rank and these 
trainees are not i9l-^ JS«able to introduce new ideas in oroduction 
and only old iieas are repeated. Induotrial training Institute 
at Ali arh orovides training in seme orocesses. 
7. LABOUR dFFICIS.^ GY; 
Several causes are responsibb for the workers inefficiency 
Apart frcm the ooor pjf^ ique, illiteracy, and lack f^ the technical 
traiiin? and less discinline character, the undermentioned are the 
main factors which effect the low Efficiency of worters of 
electrical '•oods industry. 
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a) Low Jages; The wage of workers in the Alxgarh 
Electrical goods industry are very low sometimss a worker does 
not even get more than Rs.35/- per month so tt is Impossible in 
I 
this case to go before a doctor in d^ease while he is not able 
to get oroper diet. This results upon the efficiency because much 
of his efficiency deoddds upon his income. 
b) Low standard of living; It follows from low wages, the 
standard of living of the workers is very low, inadequate and 
unbalanced, a dirty house to live in and insufficient clothing to 
cover his body ajad comolete absence of expenditure on medical 
aid, education and recreation must effect his health and efficiency. 
c) Bad working Conditlaas; The workers work in such constructions, 
which do not poovide any relief from Loo in summer and chilley wind in 
winter. The use old and worn out tools, more workin--;- hours without 
adequate amenities. All these conditions fei.1 upon the workers 
health and efficiency. 
d) Lack of Orggnisation Amon^ Workers; Lack of labour 
organisation is also a root cause of workers inefficiency. An 
organisation may take look after the rights and duties of the workers 
and also may t)ress- the employers to acceot the reasonable demand 
like reducing more working hours, provision for holidays and leave 
etc, so that the efficiency of the work€.rs may be oossible. 
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8 - Meais for the Improvement of Low Efficiency: 
In order to improve efficiency, attemnts to weed out these 
defects and difficulties, have been made from time to time, but 
they have ended in smoke. But in anyway it be necessary 
to adopt a comprehensive programme of labour uplift so that 
worters might be able to imorove their efficiency. 
3-) Labour "-relfare '/Jork: 
This term is fairly vrell understood but no stens in 
this direction by factory oxmers have been taken up. State 
and central governments are talcing active part in labour 
welfare work, U.P. Government has established labour welfare 
centres in almost all districts. 
b) Technical Training; 
Technical training is necessary for new comers, but there 
are not adequate provision for training. Industrial training 
Institute,Ali7arh provides training in some orocesses such aS 
mouldinr, welding, sheet cuttlni-;, electro-plating etc. not in all 
processes. In rest of the processes, v/orkers get aacustomed by 
t,h3meelves. These s ould be sound orovision for training 
) Q^neral forking Condition: 
The will to work increases when the general working condit'ons 
are "ood. At orssent, there is no orovfe on for heating the factory 
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premises during exteraely cold days. Treatment of mistries and 
emoloye.s should be loving and reasonable. 
d) lep'islatLon; 
Factories governed by Fnctory Act 1948 oroVide some 
facilities. The smaller units, however, neglect these provisions 
like Emoloyraent of children Act, Maternity 'Jelfare Act various acts 
are not being taken seriously by employers. 
e) Government and Employers; 
Main cause of inefficiency of workers is inertness of 
Go/ernment and coldness of employers towards true soirit of 
electrical <yoods maklnp- business as an industry. Steps taken 
by U.P. Government, incl'ide only, ooeninp of two welfare centres 
and ,tate Insurance scheme for medical help. But no material 
change in the general conditLons of the labourers has been effected. 
Some charges are to be leived against the emoloyer. Ilou-ing 
and factory sites where the workers live and work are most shocking, 
being unclean and unhygienic Medical facilities, sa^iitation, 
entertainmeit, education, maternity benefits orovided by the 
emoljiyers are completely nil. 
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9 "• 'ielfare Activities? 
Welfare activities increase the efficiency of the w-oeic^ ra-
and inuiuses in them a new spriti of self-realisation and 
consciousness. Welfare acti-gities in this industry has bwo 
aspects: 
i) Welfare activities rendered by the labour welfare centre® 
and another is by Enroloyers Stace Insurance Scheme. 
a) Labour Welfare Centres; 
Medical sectLcn: Under this section medical aid is orovided 
to the w o ^ ^ ^ There is medical in-charge in each centre. Dispensary 
orovides for HomeoDatEiic tre'^ traent. A nurse is inc. arge of maternity. 
b) heading Room and Library; 
This section is controlled by the Assistant of the Office. In 
re^ din-' room, oaoers and nerlodicals, magazines and Bull3tins, beneficial 
for the working clasi people, are dealt with looks of general 
taste are also available such as novels, stories etc. 
c) jiecreation And Games Activities; 
Th-j.-e are various activities done for the recreatioi of the 
workers, liadio, Harmonium, table etc, are the main items' of this 
section. A isjrt time music teacher is emnlT^ed in every centre. The 
activities of indoor and outdoor games are also available. These 
>7ames activities are suoervised by under the supervision of 
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Superintendent of the Centre, 
d) Tailoring Section; 
Training of seuin;:; knitting and catting is given to the 
vorking class women by the sexixng instructor. Examination is also 
held and successful candidates are issued certificates. 
ADULT SDUGATiait 
The schools for the educaticn of adults are also running by 
these centres. Glas'es are held for two hours. Honorary teachers 
are keot to nrovide education. No fee is charged and books are 
also riven. 
TOU-dlMANSTS: 
'Zvery year tournaments of different items of arranged. Jorkers 
and their children participate in these and win arizes. 
B: - EMPLOYEES STAfE IISUKMGE SGHfil-lS; 
This scheme vras imDlemented in Ali-^ arh on 1st of April 1958. 
The Act apolies to all factories workin™ with nower and employing at 
least 20 emnloyeos. Under this scheme, provision of medical benefit 
is state Government's responsibility. A medical dispensary was 
started from First April 1958. It treats insured persons and his 
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family. Kven X-ray photos are treaed by medical officer. But the 
doctor is only one vMle there is rush of patients. There is no 
arrangement for serious cases. Times is 8 a.m. to 12 a.m. in this 
time workers v/ork in factories. Medical officer does not see 
after disoensary hours. 
ADDITIOTAL 1ISASUR3 OF LABOUR V5LIAR5 ATO SOCIAL SSCURITY; 
Higher efficiency of labour defends to a great exent upon 
the welfare anfi social security seheme. But the impo.'tance has not 
been realised. Greater security of service to workers of small units, 
i) Technical training 
ii ; Strict enforcement of fixistlng Le-^ islation. 
Second steos s''ould be taken in these directions. Then the 
workers will get oeace. Peace for which emnlcyer comolain too 
much, will cure all diseases. 
CONCLUSig^; 
The survey regarding the labour conditions in Ali^arh 
industry reveals majiy interesting feature. Labourers are generally 
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dissatisfied v/ith their o-^ ners. The reason seems to be 
the boring environment which is clustering over them. Stilled 
workers are somewhat in a better nosition than others. 
The adoption of the above me-sures will go a lon^ way 
in improving the positicn of the workers. Ultimately howevar, 
it will be workers themselves who will have to contribute 
tox^ rards their irmrovements. The sooner thsy realise that their 
destiny is in their ovm hands, the better for them and for the 
Society. Let us hoDe the cnanges and reforms mentioned above will 
create the necessary awakening and thereby contribute towards the 
attainment of long cherished hopes o^ working class. 
CHAPTER IV 
O R G A N I S A T I O N & M A I M A G S M S N T 
In this chapter, we intend to study how far the 
electric goods producing units are i3»able to utilise the 
productive resources to maximum possible level. Obviously 
for this, we will be examining the organisation of this 
industry. A proper organisation is needed for achieving the 
optimum results from j^ iven amounts of resources in land,labour, 
raw matstials, finance and capital equipments. 
In Econcmics, we are faced with a situation of choice to what 
extent the present set up is successful in making this choice, is 
to be seen in this chapter. Factories, in their reco'^ nised form, with 
upto date machinery installed in big buildings and operated by hired 
labour are few in number. The majority of the units are so called 
cottage workshops, where work is dene in the residential houses and the 
old fashioned hand tools are used. 
On We find different type of units, difference lies with 
their scale of operation and nature of work that they undertake. To 
make our analysis clear we cantall them cottage workshops, small scale 
and large scale workshop. Some of them are registered under factories 
Act 1948,(employing more than 10 labour and using power) some of them 




The follcjwing table gives a picture of nature and size 
of these industrieii units. 
Table No. 7 
Nature of Workdone in Units of Different Size 
Mature of 
work 
Division of workshops and factories 
according to their nature and work 
Cottage Small Scale Large scale Xotal 
workshops workshop factories 
Work on their 5 
own behalf 
Work on behalf 30 
of supolies 








Total 42 18 66 
Source: Personal investigation. 
'ie will construct more tables to give a simplified and full-
fledged view of the organisation of industry. 
In order to differentiate between workshops and factories 
it is useful to study the number of persons engaged in them. Number 
of persons emoloyed is the criterian for indicating the industrial 
set up of industry. 
•^ he follcTArin^  table shows the p.c. of work done by the group 
of worters in different workshops. 
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Table Mo. 8 
Contribution of out »ut of the Industries 
related to units of various sizes 
Number of 
workers 
i^ Iumbsr of workshop 
and factories 
Percentage of total 
output of the industry-
1 - 25 15 4 
15 - 25 23 23 
25 - 35 16 27 
35 & above 4 29 
66 100 
Source: Personal investigation. 
Manufacturing units also differ widely in their mode 
of ov/nership some of the units are owned by one individual,proprietor 
(i.e. single proprietership) some are partnership firm other are 
Joint family concern, 
T^ble No. 9 
Distribution of Units according to ownership 
Types of firm Cottage Small scale Large scale ToLai 
workshop work work 
Single Proprietor 26 
Partnership firm 5 
Joint family concern 11 









42 18 66 
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A - Single Proprietorship; 
Such units are owned by one person. >/ho ha? sometime 
oollected funds and started the work. The individual enterpreneurs 
are found carrying their work in different capacities and on 
different scales. On the industry level, their feature appear to 
be completely different. Most of them carry t)raduction work, with 
the help of few tools and implements in their own houses. Others carry 
productive activity a higher scale. They produce in larger quantity. 
These individuals always suffer from disadvantage of slow growth of 
production due to individual policy. 
B - Partneirship Firm 
It is an interesting fact that mutual confidence is found 
amongst electrical producers. The partnership firm are in majority. 
Such concern possess sufficient funds and carry production in their 
own premises. The intelligence of one is added by another oerson, so 
firm gets double care. It has been found that most of the partners are 
relatives and are comparatively literate people. 
G - Private Gompsinies; 
Only one firm exists in Aligarh. Shares of such ccmoanies 
are held by members of the same family so it is not different from 
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Partnership. Mo-st of the nersons engaged in production work are 
illiterate so they aossess the quality of separation, that is why, 
such uijits are not seen in Aligarh 
D - Joint Family Concern; 
In seme cases joint family member are own and operate the 
manufacturing units. Generally the senior most raen(fath-5r) acts 
as the head of the organisation and units develoD under his careful 
guidance. 
A society named Rastriya Vijle V.Sabkari Simiti ha3 been working 
for some years. It helps memb?rs by oroviding them with raw materials 
at cheaper rate than prevailing market rates. 
On the basis of scale of operation we divide the present set-up 
in three categories: 
i) Cottage Workshop, 
ii) Small Scale Workshop 
iii) Large Scale Factories. 
i) Cottage Workshop; 
Persons grou )ed in this category are characterised of similar 
feature. They possess a very small amount of caoital and praiuce only 
some parts of different items. They do not and cannot take the entire 
manufacturing process involved in the making of electric good. Their 
staying oower is negligible. They sell goods daily otherwise most of 
them will run into financial crisis . 
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ii) Small Scale Workshop 
Chief feature of this group is that they employ outside 
workers instead of family members. They own some capital and 
machinery. The workshop are found in rented house, which 
appear from outside the walls, as a deserted house. Only from 
the Name plate of firms, it can think of work going on inside. 
Almost all of them oroduce brackets and table lamos of different 
types. 
iii) Large Scale Factories; 
Such undertakings are those registered under Factory Act 
They are governed by other factory rules also. They possess the 
modern power driren machines and are employing even full time 
managers, clerks, selling agents personally. They produce a variety 
ofproducts. Some of them have such reputation that they exporting to 
other countries. It is due to their productive efficiency. 
In addition to units, grouped above, there are a lange number 
of business concerns, who do not indulge personally in the production 
activity but by advancing money and raw materials, they get the 
finished goods in return by paying them contracted money. 
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Critical Study of Existing Organisational Set Up 
In this industry, we do not find use of modern methods or 
technioues and iimlements in most of the cases. There are only few 
large scale firms, they use the modern machines and are capable of 
carrying work on the lines of dividision of labour. They have 
better sources of finance and apply the most nroductive sources within 
their reach. Tfaey also care about quality of oroducts. But the 
case of cottage and small scale workshops is quite different. 
Division of labour is hardly possible there. So the organisation does 
not lead to maximum efficiency. Tteir main interest lies in the 
quantity they produce, they do not care about quality. But sometime 
they oroduce a good which t ouf^ h of an inferior quality can be sold 
at cheaa rate. Cheaper than charged by quality producers. Traditional 
mistries are found to be incharge of paoticular firm. All orocesses 
are carried according to their directions. But it is seen that they are 
also not comoetent in all trades and orocesses. This results in 
deterioration of quality and decrease in production. 
Thou-^ h the workers of Aligarh are said to be possessing 
inherent skills, and they are much better than workers of surrounding 
areas, the only factor responsible for their inefficiency and low 
yield on at the industi^ '- level is lack of implements. Some of small 
scale HHot produce who have acquired modern tools and machines are 
getting the be t results. Lack of education and finance are the 
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main hindrances in way of optimum results. 
It is linfortunate to note that though there some care is 
taken with regard to quality imarovement by big units, the oossibility 
of research and new methods does not appear there. There is no 
institution to carry out needed research. 
We can sjcy that the aresent organisational sec up is unscientific 
with no i^ rovision of division of labour and standarisation. And it results 
in wastage of resources_, smaller output and inferior quality of product, 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The small units do not provide more job opportunities. They 
want to produce, and mest the orders by working themselves day and night 
They do not want to hire outsiders in their concern. Large firms are 
much more economical and efficient. They also follow the instructicn 
given by the inspector of Small Scale Service Institute who advise them 
in regard to quality improvement and etc. But th3re are comolaints 
re~arding the working of this instut&>;also. 
GHAPT2-1 - V 
C A P I T A L A N D F I A N C E 
This section describes the oatten and structure 
of the tot-^ l caoital era-oloyed, along with its break up into fixed 
and workin,? caoital. 
a) Fixed caoital: The fixed caoital is generally 
needed for factory build In'-, permanent tools and specialised 
machines. The nature of an industry determines as to what 
amoanb should be required in the form of fixed caoital. In 
comnarLson to oth^r industries of ;j.igarh, Electrical goods 
industry does not employ very hirh amount of caoital due to lack 
resources, llore than 40 r)er cent of artisans are financially 
week and are not in a oosition to invest big amounts in form 
of fixed capital. At the same time there is also dearth of 
agencies xj-hich can financially suoport these persons. This 
fact vdll be illustrated in the folloidng nages. 
b) Working Canital It is the amount of caoital 
needed to get the operation started and to keep them running 
It fulfills the day to day requirements. 
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The undermentioned figures are intended to give an idea of 
such capital investment. 
T^ble l^o, 10 
Structure of Productive capital on the basis ofCa)historial 
costs(b) replacement costs. 














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
l.No.of units. 36 26 5 66 36 26 5 66 
2.Fixed capital 
(000 Rs.) 
90.0 320.0 520.0 930.0 129.5 1098 .0 704.1 1931.6 
S.'Jorkin- capital 110.0 740.0 410.0 1260.0 110.0 740.0 41CV0 1260.0 
4.Total 200.0 106.0 93.0 2190.0 239.6 1838 .0 1114.1 3191.6 
5. V/erage per Unit 
(in its.) 
5560 €0500 186000 33200 6652 70692 22282 48357 
Note: Irouo A refers to artisan, B to small scale producers and C to 
large scale oroducersCile'-istered under Factory Act), 
Soiree: Personal Investig^ ticsi and Distt. Industrial Office. 
The total capital employed in this industry along vith its 
brg-k up Lato fixed and wor'dn'^  capital is given in this table. 
Fixed capital has been computed on th3 basis of historical value of 
fixed as ets as well as on the basis of raolacement costs, loth from 
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the ooint of view of the current cani.al needs as well as frcm 
that of the expansion oro^ ramines of these industries, fixed assets 
valued at reolacement costs are more si?Ti if Leant. 
She total amount of caoital emoloyed in the industry amounts 
to jte .2190.0 thousands on the basis of histodcal costs of which 
R-;. 9S[D,0 thojsands was fixed ca-)ital and xis.1260.0 t'^ ousands working 
caoital. Fixed caoital is relatively very hi^h in grouo G, which is 
characterised usin:? electric driven raachinerjr and woric is carried 
in UD to date factories. In Irouo A,where work is done by small 
artisans, the amount of fixed caoital is only 90.0 as comnared 
to 930.0 rupees in Grouo D. 
The average caoital--- - of an establishment in this industry 
increas 3S sharply with a chance in the process of manufacture and 
total number of workers. 
COMPOSITICN OF FIXHID CAPIi'AL 
The composition of fixed caoital on the basi; of historical 
cost and replacement is -riven in tha o^llowin'^  table . 
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Tabie No. 11(a) 
Cormsoition of fixed caoital on the basis 








1 2 3 4 5 
1. Land & Building 39.9 82.5 383.5 505.9 
2. ?ov;er Drived 
llachinsry 
- 126.0 127.4 253.4 
3. .'-land Driven I-Iachine 21.1 109.0 3.9 134.0 
4. Tools 25.6 1.3 2.1 29.0 
5. Miscell'neous 3.4 1.2 3.1 7.7 
6. Total 90.0 320.0 520.0 930.0 
7. Iverare ner unit 2500 12307.7 104000 15500 
GroUD 
Table 11(b) 
Gonnositicn o- f i'ced caoital on basis of replace 










6 ^ 2 3 4 5 
l.Pover driven machine 66.5 326.0 463.0 779.. 0 
S.Hand driven machine 49.8 560.0 142.9 709.4 
3.Tools 13.2 187.0 75.8 312.6 
4.1Iiscellaneous 85.0 32.4 130.0 
5.Total 1098.0 7041 1931.6 
6. Avera "e oer unit 3597 42269 140920 29266 
Source Per-sonal Investigation and Distt. Inlustrial Office 
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Column 4 in this table ooints out the existing 
state of building. In large scale establishments the conditicns 
is rather satisfactory. 
Power Driven machinery eijoys highest rank in Grour) B and 
G. In Group B out of the most of firms employ electrical driven 
machlnerj'-. To artisan in Group A, hand tools are more imoortant than 
to other jrouns, 
-^ ;olacement cort of fixed assets does not include the 
value of land and b u i l d i n g - . Any attempt to include it would 
isstttive involve loroblems of imDutcition and reduce the 
usefulness of estimates. In view of this item have been excluded 
from replacement cost of fixed assets. 
.•JOKCIJG CAPITAL 
The composition of worlcin'^  capital is given in the 
following table. 
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Table Jlo, 12 








1 2 3 4 5 
1. Stocks of Raw 
materials 
49.0 360.8 200.6 610.5 
2» Finished orcducts 12.5 122.2 110.8 256.5 
3. Semi finished oroduct 2a .4 148.8 30.6 191.8 
4. Cash in hand 5.0 19.4 28.0 52.4 
5. Miscellenous 20.1 88 .8 40.0 148.8 
6. Total 110.0 740.0 410.0 1260.0 
Source: i'ersonal inve tigation and Distt. Industrial Office 
From this taole it is clear that raw materials are the 
most Imoortant item in all groups. The cash reserve position of 
these firms is ver/ weak. It is especially no.of grouos A. The 
share of semi-finished goods to finished goods is larger in crrouT 
A and 3. In Croup C it is lower because they sell out nroducts 
in comnlete form. 
Thise figures indicate the amount of wor'cin-- capital 
currently employed in firm^ and not their actual require ents. 
\s will be seen elsewhere in the renort, most of the estar>lishm8nts 
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work belov their capacity. If TJTeduction is geared to full 
capacity their working caoital requirements will increase sharply. 
In fact, in many cases the reason -^ iven for the existence of 
unused capacity was the shortage of working; cauital. 
If more units could obtain loans at r asonable rates 
of interest(i.e. in relation to their scale of operaticn ), they 
V7ill be able to hold larger inventories of finished q-oods as vrell as 
of raw materials and exoand their production. This v;ill also 
relax to a certain extent the hold of the trader cum money lender 
who in the iDresent set up, encroaches on their meagre profits by 
performing these functions. 
3. SOU.lClilS OF FIWAI'iGE; 
Aligarh electrical goods industry is essentially a cottage 
and small scale indu 'try which ^Binancially stands on the shoulders 
of its masters. There is hardly any institution to me?t its 
requirements. Main source of finance are friends and relatives. 
But there are some other sources also. It is rather difficult 
to assess the actual amount obtained from thdse sources. Meitter 
the dealers of the industry nor those w o finance it are willing to 
leak out their financial arrangement. Under these circumstances 
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what is possible merely is to indicate the relati'/e 
significance of these different sources, terms and conditions 
on which finance is obtained. The sources of finance are 
grouped as follows: 
1. Proprietor's Investment 
2. Friends and relatives 
3. Honey lenders and shroos. 
4. Mddlemen 
5. Commercial a^nks 
6. State Government. 
a. Proprietor's Investment; 
A major oortioi of finance come - from the 
oroorietor's himself, filectrical manufacturing units are 
cenerilly either are owned by one man or two brothers by a 
father and son. A new com:)r can date to start manufacturing 
work only when he has command over a handsome amount because 
the prosoects of getting money from other source are not bri^ i^t 
in the be-^ innLnf^  psricd. So the share of proprietor• s invest-
ment heIds the monopoly position in the total investment. 
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b) Friends and Relatives; 
It has been found that electrical manufacturers are 
somstiiaes fortunate enough to get financial help rrom 
fri'jnds and rislatives also. In the earlier stages when their 
funds are not suficient enough or at the time of any emerj^ ency 
they take loans from their friends and relatives. But the 
amount which can be obt-ined from these sources is very limited 
because on the one hand the number of such oersons who have rich 
friends and relatives is sonall and whosoever exist there they 
are also not very rich persons. But the great n^rit of this 
source is that money is available either free of interest or at 
a moderate rate of inter3st. 
c) Money landers and Shroff; 
Thsre are such persons w'lose advance loans to needy 
industrialists and exoects a good return from their lendinsj. 
They jive loans against tangible nroperty. Borrowers who have 
no securities to offer are provided with loans against Pronotes 
and [undies. The rate of interest varies from two to 3 l/2 
ler cent on loans -advanced a'^ ainst security for short periods or from 
2 to 5 per cent on loans advanced on pronotes and bundles. 
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These lenders are the only reliable and prompt source 
of financing the poor units of Aligarh. They can '^ ive any 
amount of money. But the greatest demerit is regarding the 
terms and conditions and interest rates. This effects 
production activity. 
d) Middlemen; 
The commission A-^nts, suppliers, shooieepers, whole 
sale dealers are taken in this category. These middlemen piay 
a very vital role in fin^ Jicing of the industry. They adv-jnce 
money at low rates of interest and also suDoly raw materials, 
tools and imolem nts to the rioor artisans. They also advise and helo 
artisans in manufact-xring ne-r desi-;ns and models of electrical 
f-oods. 
But the drawbacks of this source is that weak 
manufacturers aie forced to sell their ^oods at cheaner rates 
than the market rates. Artisans take money from them and have to 
refund 'dthin 10 to 15 days so they sell finished goods to those 
oarsons to '^ et fresh loan. 
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e ) Batiks; 
The commercial banks advance loans to the manufacturers 
against the security of raw materials, ornaments and finished 
products, railway recei-ots and drafts received from ourchasers. 
But only 75 per cent money is r:iven to the borrowers as against 
the security received. The important commercial bank of Aligarh 
that orovide credit to electrical manufactures are the 
Allahabad lank Ltd., Central -iank Ltd., and Punjab Natiaial Bank 
Ltd. District Co-operative lank Ltd., Aligarh also advance loans 
.o ooor artisans but its sources are meagre. There are few 
co-operative credit societies at Aligarh to advance loans but 
they orovide loan only to its maibers. Funds of these 
f) The State; 
The state government sometime ago decided to orov'ide 
loan to iaanu'"acturers and Diractorat of ndustries oDened an 
Indu3tri^ ,l Department in Ali'~arh, Some "^ irms were benefited 
by f^ls office in matter of loan. 3ut recently there has be-5n a 
s'^ ift in attitude of ooli'^ y makers ani they aopears to be in a 
mood of advancing loans. mall firms are also getting due 
attention. But it is see: that those w!i have access to or 
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have political or ajiyobher influence get more money and 
rather conveniently. This conclusion is drawn from an examination 
of the osrsonal life of the receloient. 
Until now many electricil manufacturers have taken ci'ant 
through the 'T.p. Financial Gornoration as. ih» f 
^ » --
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A COMPARATm STUDY OF EXISTI iG FINANCIAL INSTiriTrEONS 
Out of the a'-iove mentioned sources some have sound 
financial strength and can provide any amount to anyone, but 
their terms and conditions are not justifiable, and those whose 
terms and conditions are liberal are ot in a position to advance 
adequate amounts. The best source from the point of viev; of 
finance is indir^ ineous bankers, Mahajans etc. But Banks and State 
provide loan to permanent figures and o^ocess of lending is 
verjr comolicated and out of reach of artisans who are mostly 
illiterate. Itelatives and friends constitute a reasonable 
source but can provide lean only in limited quantity. 
Honey lenders may be re^ -arded as supporting legs of the 
financial structure of the industry. 
DSFiiCTS LI iSXISTIIG AR.iA'lG 
1 - Ilain defects arc following: Domination of money Lenders 
and h". 'h. rates of interest 
2 - Lack of reserves and accumulated Funds 
3 - Attitude of banks 
4 - Apathy of the Goverament. 
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1 Dorninatlon of Money Lander^ and Hl.^ h Rate of Inte-'est; 
She significance of money lenders can be traced from the 
fact that they can provide at any time, any amount and to any one. 
In such a nosition, they are at liberty to charge any rate over the 
loan. Hot only they charge hiph rate but also causes msiital troubles 
to box'i'owers. 
2 - The owners are sonetime seen in need of money, to carry on 
the work on the nest day. They do not h-ve sufficient acc imal=ted" funds 
Thou'h the financial oooiticn of some of the units is sound but in 
most of the cases, or we may say, in case of tl^ ose iroducera w''.o 
oroduce at a very small scale the financial trouble is headache to then. 
3 - Attitude of 'lank: ^ anks are alxjaj^ s in search of tipose 
cuJtoners w o can provide them with sound securities. As a result 
there are only a few firms who can borrov; from banks b^  irovilinf? 
required secirities. To soma extent banks canbe blamed due to the fact 
that in the recent oast there h ive been cases of che tin^ the bank. 
PeoDle -oroduced fictions documents and obtained loan, '^ ut Tr-^ m last 
few months, the sitaatiai iias chantjed a bit and there are bri ;ht orosoects 
4 - toathy of 'lovornmsnt: Insr)ite of the fact that the small 
scale i idustries has an imoort^'i role to olay in our country's 
develooment. The Government, did not do any thinr concrete in 
matter of orovidin'^  finance to electrical orcdacers. As it is obvious 
from the facts that there were only 5 or 8 firms vfhich have^been alloted 
grants by State. 
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REEEDIES: 
1 - GaiTimercial banks should adopt a more liberal 
attitude. They should nrovide more faciilities to borrowers 
by way of their dealings and behaviour. (The large number of 
artisans who do nob loiow even about this source should be 
attracted. This can be done if they adopt a liberal attitude). 
Comlication should be reduced in the orocedure. 
2 - For the encouragement of new industriil enterorise, 
there is the need for a soecial tyne of Development CorToraticn. 
It s "ould be much more than a mere financing body, rather it 
shoild plan new lines of industrial enterprises, promote and 
finance them and as soon as they become profitable they should 
be handed over to private industri-ilists. 
3 - The problem of credit and finance of small and 
medium sired firms producing electrical c-oods is vitally related 
to problems of availability of raw materials, technical skill 
mana-'srial ability. It is therefore, essential to develop 
an overall approach to these different aspects of the problem 
of development, of which provi Ion of credit and finance is only 
one of the essential functioi . ,/hen these non-financial sides are 
made available in large neasiire the organisation of medium and small 
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scale firm is imprcsved and raartet for their orod-ucts are 
expanded on a stable basis, their canDetitive oositlon 
will be strengthened and their credit worthiness increased. 
Condition and environment surrounding electrical floods 
units underline the need of organising the cottage v/orters 
on co-ooarative lines. In isolation they cannot come out of 
these dif'iculties. Societies which will deal with othar 
allied functions also, will be helpful in this dir=;Gtion. 
If, by wor'cing a policy on this sufj^ estion, anything 
is (4one then it can be hooed that this industry which is 
fuLfilling the grf^ wing demand d' private as well as of public 
sector requirements and is saving foreign exchange will get a 
great impetus to develop. 
M A R K E T I N G 
The other ISactor which comes in the way of progrtss and 
development of electric goods is the present n©thod of markeling 
the produce adopted by the prcducers. Marketing i s an iugjortant 
of any industry, and ^ sound methods are not adopted in this 
connection the development of the industry will be hankered. 
Now we will examine the r^alion between producers and 
purchasers and the producers' attempts at more eff ic ient 
marketing. We shall also exsunine the selling activity in this 
context. 
Methods for Securing Orders for Sale; 
Aligarh Electrical Goods find a marWrt not only in Aligarh 
but outside of Aligarh and even outside of U.P. The products 
f u l f i l requirements of different cit ies and towns in India. The 
method of sale di f fers in several cases because the goods are sold 
not only to private users but are also sold to Government Department, 
The Method of Sale Can be grouped as follows: 
>v< 1. Sale to Government Deps 
2 . Sale to_Private individuals. 
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! • Sale to Goyernmant. Departments; 
Every government Department arranges ratei- contracts by inltxat 
-ing competitive quotations through the circulsa^s. In these 
circumstjmces the specification, quality, number of articles 
required etc. , are mentioned. Willing suppliers submit their 
quotations to the same accordingly. After receiving orders 
from government the supolier tries to arrange for the delivery 
of the articles according to the offer within the appointed 
time. 
This method provides a basis for fixed supply of articles. 
The quality is also taken into consideration while meeting 
government orders. This method igaves time of produce Jind i t 
is econciiically an efficient method. 
g.Sale to Private Persons; 
Principle method adopted in case of private consumers are 
as follows 
Articles are disposed of from factory by different agencies. 
The main agencies involved in sale of electrics^, goods are mentioned 
below: 
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A - Through Agents; These agents are credited for almost 
75 per cent sale of electrical goods. Some of them work as part-
time worker to electrical prdicers. Meet of them take up 
several engagements at & time. They travel from town to town 
and dko HS^SA^^ for the manufacturer concerned. And By 
satisfyiaig the customer, these may be big business houses,or 
wholeseller or retailers, at any place, in India. In return 
they get remuneration from their employer. Saae of them get 
fixed pay and other ccramission. 
B - Wholesailers; Some wholeseller also purchases goods 
either directly from mantifacturers or through agents. They buy 
in bulk and then pass on to retailers. 
C - SApoliers; Agencies which give money and raw materials 
to artisans and get back finished products are found in quite 
large number. They enjoy big profits. They get articles at 
very low rates and after giving them a l i t t l e more finishing^sell 
them at » gery high prices. They also emplqy agents. 
D - Shopkeeper and Retailers; This constitute a veiy small 
part in total products. They pnochase in small quantities than 
sell to cansumers. 
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E - By Mvertl3iAa:Stc. Scane firms advertise about thsir 
goods in news papers or in other ways customers place their orders 
by post . Out of a l l these agencies, the most active and eff icient 
agency is that of travelling agents who do a lot of propoganda 
for their goods. Actually i t is these agents who create Sxr new 
markets for products of Aligarh electrical industry. But there 
are some defects in the actual working of this mechanism. They 
are not always trustworthy* Misrepresentation,breach of contract, 
fraud and deception are very often dcxie by these middlemen. 
In this way, we find that most of share of total sales i s 
sold through these intermediaries. This increase price su:^rfic4aHy 
very high above the actual cost. The operation of too mary 
middlemen raises cost of distribution considerably. This fact 
can be explained by the following table. 
Table No, 14 
Price Structure in Electrical Goods Industry 
Sr.No other Profit Selling 
* middlemen purchase expenses Tdbal per price 
price cent 
1 , Producer 100 - 100 12,0 1 1 2 
2, Supplier 1 12 10 122 10.0 154,2 
3 , Agents 134,2 1 1 3 5 , 2 6,0 143,512 
4 , Wholeseller 143,312 3 146,312 8,0 158,017 
5 , Shopkeeper 158.017 3 161,017 6,0 170,678 
6, Consumer 170,678 - -
Source: Industries Office and Personal Investigation, 
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The above table shows that an article produced at Rupees 100 
in the factory passes through different middle hands t i l l sold to the 
consumer at a price as high as Rs.170.0. This brings oat the 
middlemens' charges to 70 per cent but in some case i t is far more 
than this . 
The most unfortunate thing is that electrical producers aire 
not fond increasing selling costs. A very small amount is spent c«i 
advertisement and on propcganda. At the present mcment, where there 
is too much of propaganda, ift firms do not spend money. They do 
not see the ultimate results of expenditure on propoganda. 
In the lost few years the sale of electrical good have 
registered a$ rapid increase : •— 
Table No.15 
Total Sales of Electrical Goods Industry 








Source: table prepared with help of District Sales Tax Office 
and personal investigation. 
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Disposal of Output 
Of the entire, output, a small portion is 
unemi<i4defe3y 'wasted' in the process of manufacture and the 
handling of the product. Some part of the output i s sometimes 
used in the productim unit i t s e l f . Again, in case of certain 
firms, a small portion is disposed of as samples,.etc., for sales 
promotion. In this industry, the use of smaples as a sales 
teclinique is growing in importance. 
Table No. 16 
Distribution of Sales according to the type of 
coisumers 
Groups A B C All groups 
Household 75,000 9,35,576 12,54,489 24,66,865 
Small Scale 3,15,000 5,85,000 75,600 9,00,000 
Industries 
Large scale 6,10,000 16,48,000 1,26,900 12,58,000 
Industries 
10,00,000 21,68,376 14,56,489 46,23,865 
Source: Table prepared with the hlep of persons engaged in 
industry. 
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The biggest consumers of the products are services of 
industries surveyed are households. The cottage workers of 
Group A, also produce for small scale aS well as large scale 
establishments of town. 
Table 17 shows distribution of output according to type 
of oronsumers and their destination. 
The oai)ut of Group A is observed within Aligarh. The major 
portion goes to large sceile establishments. Sale of Group B, to 
small scale i dustries is more in Aligarh than outside. This 
consiyt not of finished products but of parts which these 
manufacturer purchase from each other. 
Rigidities in marketing system: 
a - Lack of Publicity and Propaganda; 
Modem industries relyxfto much on publicity and 
propaganda and heavy expenditure are made to make way for their 
products. But in case of Aligarh electrical units, we don't 
find any use of leading magzines, journals and news-papers in this 
respect. Mo t^ o? them are i l l i terate and conservative and 
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b - Lack of Marketing Spirit; 
It is seen that fi^ in the same market sometiuBs many iinlts 
compete for the sale of their products. A new tendency has 
developed in recent times, workers produce some parts fet their 
homes in addition to factory work and they go to nearly market i . e . , 
Delhi, In Delhi, the businessmen well aware of the f a c t , that the 
seller is evading taxes, pays him a very insignificant amount. This 
result in wastage of resources | nnrl cmf^ rgfuiffy of thosft pffnple* 
But i t also effects sales of other units who have to pay taxes 
also and consequently their price is likely to be higher than 
that of these theif sellers. 
c - Lack of Standardisation and Dishones; 
(Characters of Deierj 
This results in low orders for electrical produce of 
Aligarh. Products are not standardised and buyers have doubts at 
the time of taking a decision. Moreover the business coifidence 
which is so essential for the reputation in markit is also 
d^gedl^e<»Be ff,ctors. This relates to supply of laif grade goods 
and less weightage etc. 
S U G G E S T I O N S 
These results in la/ order and reduced sale of electrical 
goods. If proper arrangement can be made than increase in sales can 
be hoped .Sane measure are suggested blow:-
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i - Standardisation: 
There is a meed of laying down certain meastires of 
quality control and specification of designs. Absence of 
suitable grades in electrical products make i t impossible for 
the buyers to place his confidence in the products. It also 
stands in the way of obtaining proper financial aid with 
a view to wait in the hope of rising prices. In the absence of « 
reliability, marketing becouBS really difficult, 
i i - Educational Drive; 
The persons engaged in electrical goods production should 
be given commercial training. A powerful drive by way of advertise-
ments, trade delegation, commercial mission and business dbz trips 
are the f i r s t essenti^ity . 
Seme foreign markets have already been taken up and far 
the exploration of n&w m^kstsitthe-producer are of the view 
that they should get some opportunity of knowing the actual 
preferences of foreigners and their real nature of denand. 
For stimulating and attrjjcting internal demand, museum 




Marketing problem i f solved and adopted of b^TQSdn 
meHjhtjete will help a lot^^trong measures should be taken for 
wide pubJIcity of goods produced in Aligarh. This would 
enlarge market. Industrialists should also care about icjng 
run effects of their ccaiduet on market reputaticm. Confidence 
will attract buyers. 
Performance of the Industry; 
As far as the mcdn economic indicators show the Electrical 
Goods Industry at Aligarh i s prospering. Total invesemtot in the 
industry has been increasing. Production capadity of the industry 
is also increasing and most of the firms plan to expand further in 
the coming year. The number of firms is on increase. About 15 new units 
have ccme in operation between the period 1962 to 196®. Capital 
Investment of these firms vary from 10,000 to 130,000. It is 
only due to high margin of profit that new entrants are caning in 
and not only this, these new units are improving their positloa 
inspite of competiticn frcm the well established firms operating 
relatively on a larger scale in this industry at Aligarh. New 
entrants are able to stay by reducing their profit margin and 
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selling at lower prices than those of old units. In this 
way they have captured markets from old firms. 
The following table shows the increase in total 
capital investsent and total sales of son» of the selected 
firms during the last five years. 
Table No. 18 
Total Capital Investment of Selected Firms 
Year Same of firms 
Imperial Star Elect. Misra Verma 
Elect.Go. Co. Elect. Elect.CO. 
ia61-62 2,88,734 - 42,829 70,000 
1962-65 3,75,236 - 46,644 75,000 
1963-64 «,89,4S6 30,262 55,725 85,000 
1964-65 5,55,239 40,694 62,568 1,00,000 
1965-66 7,68,954 55,484 74,943 1,20,000 
1966-67 8,74,204 60,000 85,903 1,50,000 
Table No. 19 
Total Sales of £ae6ted Firms 
Year Name of Firms 
Imperial Elect. Star Elect. Misra Elect. Verma Elect 
Co. 
1961-62 34, 6542 50,24350,243 50,24386,000 86,000 
1962-63 4,24,643 - 60,345 95,000 
1963-64 5,87,S94 40,203 68,642 1,00,000 
1964-65 6,43,854 52,486 75,294 1,20,(D00 
1965-66 8,01,956 72,529 84,873 1,70,000 
1966-67 1.01,273 80.943 94-364 1.90.000 
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3<5th tables indicate gradual Increase in capital 
employed and total sales. 
The futtire Expansien Programmes t 
1 . 7erma Electrical Co. - shift to Industrial Estate with 
double capital investment. 
2 . Star Electric Co., - shift to industrial estate,with 
an extension programme of 8 thousands. 
3 . Asia Traders - heator plant 
4. Liberty Electricals - Production of brass b r a i ^ t s . 
FIHDIHGS OF ESPECIAL SUKgEI OF 25 FIRMS: 
The answers are (percentages) out of 25 total figure. 
1 . What has been the behaviour of your product? 
Over the last three years (1965,1966,1967) 
Rising s 90 per cent 
Stagnant or 
fall ing. 10 per caat. 
2. What has been margin of pr<at of your inyestadat. 
0 - 5 per cent ni l 
5 - 1 0 per cent 18 per cent. 
10 - 15 per cent 57 per cent 
15 - 20 per cent 25 per caat 
/ 
20 - 25 per cent 
30 - 35 per cent. 
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5. 
5 . Has your productlcn ever f e l l since installaticn 
(except 1962 and 1965). 
No 75 per cent yes 25 per cent 
4. Did you extend capacity in last two years? 
Yes 66 per cent 
No 34 per cent 
Do you plan to expand your investment in next year 
Yes 67 per cent 
No 23 per cent 
diversify 10 per cent 
The above two tables and especial survey stands to justify 
our statement on the performance of this industry. Total investment 
and total sales are increasing. Profitability of investment in 
this industry seems to be higher than alternatives at hand. However, 
not only the prdfits of the industry are ploughed back into i t , fresh 
capital is being attracted. In a place where sources of capital 
supply are almost nil , the expansica can be done only by enploying 
back profits, and this mean that profits are in big amount. Mai^  
new units have consolidated their positicn in a short time and many 
their 
of them are going to expand tintrtK plant. 
•REPRFSEA/T/ITION Of HU PROFIT O F 
E L F C T R I C A L ? R 0 D I ^ C T S 
^^ ^ I 
' XX. 
^ /v. 
\ t 0 "^X/ 
GILAPi'EU TII 
IN lilL.VnON TO TDUSTJY 
In th:) a^e o ' ec ncnic olannini- C'0V3rnmcnt aCta as the 
torch- bearer in tlio form ilut, i on of various targets t o be 
ac Isved botn in the oriv i.e as wall as in public s e c t o r s . 
A modern welfare stata con do a good d sal of -'/ork f o r the 
dsveloonent jrowtb of the industries of '^ue coantry. It 
h3lDS chain in a wide var ie ty of uays v i a . , by f ixiancial help as 
i t orovides c a i l t a l uo the industr ies ; by way of s c l ent i i ' i c 
researca as i t nrovi ie technical help; and by 'ijcin standards 
i t f a c i l i t a t e s in marketl-j^-, e t c . In fac t the state in .er /ent ion 
in ..ha ecouofflic ' ' iald has bocoine almost necessary in the orasent 
days of economic nlannin . 
The sta .e has :)rovided a number of f a c i l i t i e s f o r the -jro-rth 
and de\relopniGnt of I idustries soxo of ich are as f o l l o w s : 
Loans and gEants 
Training and Technical Assistance. 
He In in the irocurcment of raw n a t e r i a l s . 
[ab our v;3 I f are I fe an uro s . 
A b r i e f doscr' .ntlon o" •the scnanes undertaken In the above 
f i e l d s i s -iven as f o l l o w s : -
FINX'IGES ( LOiU'IS /dO GRANTS) 
A - Loans and Gr-nts 3e"ne?ne i 
sc'^ iene of ["Liianci:! " sraall scale industi-ias was 
startad in ths ysar 1948, and sinca t^en, h<?.s been pro'/viini-? 
asJistancG to i idivlduals, co-o7?3r'iti-e socidties and other ret^Lstered 
bodies to helt) ex7a"'Gicn anl farther Jareloimsnl o" srcall scp^le 
indastriGS. Under ths prejant system, l o ns are available in 
the folloirln-' threo ways: 
i ; Loans f o r pro jects c o s t i - not more than xH .10 ,000 / - are 
available at d i s t r i c t l o v o l frori out O-l" the '"ands nlaced at the 
disposal OJ? Div jLonal Gomnisslcn^r. These loaris are sauct'.r^ned 
by the Ois t r i c t ; ia - i s trace , on tlie advice of O i s t t . In' iustr 'es 
G oriTait tee 
i i ) Loans Tor iro jacts costin-; mora chan .10,0"Q, - oii d 
loan amounc not exceodin-- A are sanctionefi by tlie State 
Loons aad Grants Gomittee which me3tD unler the -irerallentsh o of 
the ' a l i s ter "or Industr ies . 
i i l ) Loans exceridin- . i - . 15 ,000 / - and vote .1 ,00 ,000 / - are 
saxictlc ed ani d isMrsed by the I . P . Vinaiicial Corioratlon on the 
recom-'endptLon o-f' the Director of Industries on a s l L I i n - rate of 
latere t frcm 5 t o 7 -T r^ ce t . j.' i.o Gor'^orati n was e s tab l i s .ed 
as a slat3 owned u'Lvit^ limited co^ any In 1961 witl. an a ithori32d 
c iitc.l of f . s .o/- cro- 'es, i )t . 3 G..d of 51st I'arch 1063, t i s 
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coroore oLo- has gr3J.iLed the loans oi' .It . 7 , 5 0 , t o 17 i-dastrial 
uni!,3 of -•ill or\ Ji.strict. 
TI.e loans are ^'eolaymble in 10 easy iiistalniera-S evor - si>f month 
f r c n lihe date o f seoovl a n n l v e r a r y of bhe daxs oX' aivcuiceM^nb 
of loan, "'caldes loan, -^raats are -ilvsn to e>ctralneGS of recr -nlo'^ d 
in^Llt i . lo - i f o r var ous !j;rat't3 f o r ^urc'ha3e of t o o l s and e lul iTnern: 
unto ...S.2C00 in in i iv ldua l cases and iis.6,n00 to co-ooGx-atIre 
societl3 3. 
TiiAiiiiig AD L P TSG II:AL AS.nsrA'iGs 
i ) S lal l l"ndj.3trLe3 'Jlxtenslon l o i v i c e I n s t i t i t e . 
The 'lovernni-it o ' ' n l i a , under the ::irilGtrf o ^ormnrce and 
Inda try 3 set uo 4 r i l - n - l Jervlcs Ins t i t i t es m i 13 other 
najor branch I n j t i t u - e s . 59 ;,ct3;isl 1 aoi'^/Ice Tnsti^a.e hive been 
set n "t V ' r '-us il-icea and one of 0 m&s G3t in in 'a./ 1.59 at 
. i l i -a: ' . T i s ^.nsticito helps th^ artisans to s e l e c t a suit '-jle 
i . dnstry t o draw uo a complete sc" e'ne and to pure'ase t'le mac inery 
needei . I t a l so advises aboat iunroved technicJ .1 nrocesoDS and 
U39 of naler i '"ac nery a d equionent. I t has a 'llachlne J'^rkshio' 
Cormu'ly ^aio'ra 10 "-nvernnont ; .etal /or'dn'- Sc r o l . It vas 
started by ohe J.'^. Govern^iait in 1G26, i t has played a very 
irc jo-'t.int lart in in i ro / in t ra i in r.o la a- 3 T"'.oyj I in loc'c i l l i e ' , 
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e . ' > ollsi"! n-', ongravl" ato. In 'la;/ f 'SS t h i s vcirko'Tip 
has been equi-jed with rnodar.. raachLnec. 
This Inst i t u to •orn/es traini / j • in varl^-us jnbs . 
i i ) Industrial Trainln'T Inst itute All :arh : 
A Sirallnr Inatituce has oo^n started :'i"-.ni. J 1 105C, ay 
3 J3'!tral ^cvsi-'.-ont in a "aczac" .li3 exhibit' .--, "m^nd. 
IKL; ir .:: ^  "F .i.ir ..jlica^ S 
For r.T.')i! iirlaatri:^ ! i o v o l o i R i e . i t , Dir9Gbora"U3 o " 
I n i i i t r es fl.?., io ix-cviiin ' all nac^s^azy h:!ln in u'-'e 
'.t o" raw na;,3 ials fron vaaicus so:rcs3 for cnall sj-le 
N N I I 3 . DGCO trallsafcion of distrLb .-"'.o o" varl us raw 
nafceflils was also enforced in resxjct o'' certain items lik3 
cs~3nt, 3 . ' . s 'O jb , SI;32t C'ltti'ijrs, iine block and nicle 
etc. 
Fa.G V.i -". ' J to ^bourex's : 
La/Cur wolf nr3 cantrGS: Jwo c lass laboxr welfax'e J.no. as 
..a'3 0 n c i 3 . ' , j d .In ' T / ^ r i o n o i i Al l a . ' h . 11 L j l iboar 
vr^lfare Gentris are 3cntrib uia™ in the well re I~r: oC f i e 
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la ')-ursr o-"' var i c is Lnd tr ie3 in A l i - a r h . Thesa contrera 
fr33 .3dical aid t c ^hs labourers and t^eir da-ieadents a l s o . 
A i a l a l l s d accomt 0 ' t Is has bean -ivsU in chaTbor :: . ;tltl3'i 
'Lab oar J ond i t i ons ' . 
A C.'IL.'ICAL iOTMIS^iL OF Sl.VZ ItLIGY 
i'liG contral an''! s t i . s Go7jrn:r.Gnt3 h'lvs ta^cen n u f f l c i e n t 
inter3st in 11:3 ievelonmsnt of e l e c t r i c a l "•oo'is Luiustry. They 
have )r'o/il3d t e c h i i j u l a d .nancial hair), s i i t a h l e s i l e : in 
i lustri.al sst^ts on c eao r e r t , ra;-: ""-ate i a l s and uarketin? 
f ' . cL lLt ios , s t i l l bi3re re aino ixivS- to be i o i e hy the s t a t s . 
The as irjtencs provided the State in vario-i.s rorras i s 
not onl • inadeqiiate, but tho maoh neiy thro'i h -/hich i t i s nade 
a l a l i a le ia co'i'^licatod and d M a t o r y . The sL-.tlsfcics laainbaiuGd by 
V3.rL'as ont ofTi jea ara i icoTmlete and not uotc^date 
SUG^ilii'IO.Ii: 
I lib's fors'";oin • rjaos t o be bridged, several sbe)s w i l l li^ve to 
be ta :en , some o* \t Lcli ai-e as f o l l o v ; s : -
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i ) Oevelo^si^t of Soec'-alisad Inst i tut ion '"o,' ths sup')ly 
of .aw Ilaterials and sale of Cinished orodacts : 
3u o l y of raw matox'ials i s an innorlanfc ":atbor and 
re^nires iirmi3diaLe attenti-^n. 'e ha^e to arrange for tjie 
re ular s i : ) ) ly of c ' s a o raxj i-iatoi-i-ls of :;ood, qua l i t ? and 3ale 
o" "InLs'-'ed irod'ic t s . Jhe only -my oo sol ' /e the rr^' Isn i s 
c o l l e c t i v e aiT^  c o - onsra t i ' e organisation of industry I'or •nur'Toses 
of •n-j.rcrfasLi-^ ' raw matarials lik~ 'AudVro i t a iCalabkar oanakari Saniti 
Ltd. , forriOd by the artisans o" lock >ndastrj'. The soc i e ty supplies 
t o i t s nsiriJsi'G the vs.rl":is fiarts of l o ck , such as n lates , shac ' . les, 
e t c . 3 t c . contro l n r i c e . There i s a need of several or;;a-.lGatlon3 
of c i s t y i o in ' . 'uustries f o r uhs s u n l y of rair •'aterials and 
the sale o-' J", \iahed pro luc t s . 
i i ) of Tocimical flducat i n; 
ihe facure course of develoinont o" o Lee brie -^ood industry 
dejendg to a 'rreat eirtenb on the exjanc'.cn oL' cho r a c l l i - L e s "or 
ed ' j . cafcu and research. I t requires bob'i m increase in the n o^raber 
of tn? ;e i . B t i tubes as ' / a l l as an iin':)rovement in the 'jor d.n • o ' the 
e x i s t ' n - r^sb i t i t o s . Lnbrohictioi o" t ra ln l ig in neu braies i s 
sure bo "o a lo i - j -'ay in in-i 'o7ln the l o t of .he ave.'a'-;e worker. 
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•i-ii) :^rovlsion oC r innace: ( I U A A J - , O - ^ f i ' y ^ . 
) -'j3lief in Taxes; 
. ie l le i in ta::es i a v^ry noces ay t o orcnote 
i •du3tri-.l ie\J"3lo)nj.it, In f i s conts.ct Octroi duty 
s.-LO'ild not be cliar-^ed on rav/ ,-ateviiil3 05 ained fi-on c i t s i i e 
'.die d i s t r i c t . S imi lar ly tax ccnceas Ion s 'on. l l be -=-lv3n t o nev; 
f a c t o r i e s or t o lij >roi"iction of no-/ it3r.3 by :>.e ex ' - s t in ' 
ir.d\i3tr i DS . 
CHAPm - V I I I 
FIHD$N(3.S MP SUGGESriCKS. 
AN C3JJ.GTI/-: A.uiLyJIJ CF T/E TflAK'SSSs^ S OF I D JST.iIAL 
j i ' . jr jroiis OF iiLSCi'itrc GOODS j i J i r j L i i 
Despite Aa^e aid and advantages o^ i n d u s t r i a l resources 
the S i e c t r i c a l Gc ds In ius t ry i s sufPer i ig from a number al? oi'oblems 
some paculi i -r t o i i d i / i d u a l m-5nu "acburin units uhi le sorae ouh.9r 
o? a "6 i3_-al c. :aracter /rilcli st ind in the way of Lnlustr ia l 
develonra'int. A brieC narrati~ii of uhe-je w i l l be [ le lpful in a 
c r i x l c a l aopra isa l of the sub jec t under s t u d y : -
a j Lack of Proper Qr.'^anis'^.ticu; 
Hoot o ' the work i s conducted on a o o t t a ' a s c a l e . Artisans oro i ' i ce 
f o r s i D i l i e r s . du) >lisr3 oro' / ide b' ' / i t l i no.iey ani .-nailerlal. .-irtlsiins 
s o i l t h e i r ^oods d a i l y at c i eao i r i c e s . They x-Giiui.i at ^he svro i t m^rcy 
o- suTjl ier ' - j . This red^l ts in x^asta-e o^ roooat'ces and l o v q u a l U y . 
labouf o ' ax'tisna i s not f u l l y re-t-rarded. 
In case o Di" concerns iie f i n d e n p l c a a n t o-^ non-re-y ilar 'jor'B . 
The nanuPact u-Gfl/)of e l e c t r i c a l "oois ^Ive the vork t o '.forcers at t h e i r 
r e s i d e n t i a l houses. In U ' i s sta'^e o;' tou';h COTUTJbiiiion TLVE laboui'ars 
have CO '-/ork h^rd t o a^/ea t in . ontracts and a -a in regaining wit'^out 
e:ciolcyner.t a'^ter cho contract i s o v j r . '"jy ic in ' - so f ' -e c l e v e r f a c t o r y 
c'•m^r eve") 2sca-73 the app l i ca t i on o'" Factory unon t '^arselves and 
in t ; ls way .he e>:')loitat.lon of the vorkers i s b:!in * carr ied out by 
^hese bi<y raanu a c t u r e r s . /orkors remain busy in -/ork "or even aore 
than 12 hours in a day ' / '^ici ros i i l ts in l o s s oC th3 e f r i c L s n c y of 
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the 'e v/orksrs in the I on ' run. 
The sad story io3o^^iot stoo hjs^o. i'ho X* G S.V 3 large nurflbor 
of manu act i.rin<>' concGrns, who produce e l e c t r i ca l , goods secretaly 
fhey ai"e not r3'.;Ifjtei"3cl by esca-jin^ from salss tax, "c'n-iy sut)oly 
o-oois at c'ieao ra tes . They aloo do not bother about quul iry , as 
they are not laioun f l rmj , 'xliich may care abouv- i t s T.-esti^e. Such 
tyoe of f l c t l : L o u s f irms have becone a source of bad reou.at ion of 
.ili^-irh i l l ec tr i c loois In 'ustry tiai'ou-'lou.!: India. 
b ) Out Kcd.ed Technique of Prcduction; 
Iluch o" tlie nrodict ive equipment of ^.H-^arh i l e c t r i ca . ! 
ILmu acturers i s o ld , w r n out out mcded . The result i s i - h cost 
on one hand, and on the o^/ner side i t i s not possible t o produce 
la tes t desin-^s and conipete v i th others . Lack o'" ^ n e r a l and bechnical 
educ t i c e f f e c t s e f f i c i e n c y o ' -rorkers vxhlch a f f e c t s qual i ty o" 
oroductlo. i . Torkers h-ive a narrow outlook f u l l o'' conservatism ani 
d i s l ike to learn the uoto date s c i e n t i f i c mstKods of prod zcln'^ 
e l e c t r i c a l (-^ ood^ .^ Tork.u'j do not knov; any thln'T about latent desi'^ns 
o ' oh.3 ~oods and the same o i l and 'rorn out net' 'ods and desi'-ns are 
in '70 ue aiid are i^eisated a -I'.n and a-'ain vhich make che markets d u l l 
f o r -oodo. Sven the bi-; manu'acturers try to copy sore a r t i c l e s vfhich 
are famous in nar'cet and they i o :\oc t ry to invent ne'/ dej- : ;ns ''ad 
a r t i c l e s ^roi iced by f ; e i r i n t j l l i s n c e . This i s a l l due to la-)k of 
"eneral and tedi l i ca l kno\fled3e amongst producers as y e l l as \ior ters 
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of Ali- 'arh u le c t r iba l Goods In^'isti^^. 
c ) Shortage or Gaoii:^al .tequlrensnts: 
Capital i s said to bo tlio bono of an 'ndustrjf . But in case 
of this industry the very bo.u searas to b-3 vory •jeak. There i s :o 
•nrcpsr agency to -iro'/ide ca-i ioal t o aeady oarsons. Th3 rules of 'J.P. 
Financial Corooritioi i and U~P Industries Directorate f o r gi-ri^.-r loans 
t o small i idustriea are very c o r n l i c a t e d , d i f f i c i l t to bo f u l f i l l e d 
and l i k e l y t o caise undue delay with zhe r esu l t thcKt i t hamoars bhe 
p r c r a s s of industry. "•Fhather i t i s a G-ovarnment agency or a lank, poor 
artisans are asked Lo 'jrovide tangible s e c a r i t i e s v; Icl i s outside of 
the i r c a o a c i t y . 
'sw comers do 'lot -^et an l i f t . T' ose w o have soand foot in ' -
in snc i eo / oat loans e a s i l y . But tnose persons wLo r e a l l y need noney 
in tl'^ i n i t i a l s t a ' e s are .lot holpsd. Nevr entrants are thus dis-coura'^sd 
ihe na ' or lortlor. of earnLnffs of small prod icers i s naid to liahajan 
or Commission agents in I'orm o" i n t e r e s t . T o are famous 'or t h e i r 
unreaJoaable t e r a s . 
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d ) Scai 'city of Raw Haterials : 
An equally great handica ) from which the artisan su f f e rs i s : 
/in adequate and ro ular supply ol' raw natej-'ialsj^^wideas the scc^e 
of business and increases u'cTit margins. But in ease oC this 
iidu.x.r^', t e orocess of d i t r ibut ion of rair material.:! i s nob 
sat i s "ac t orj ' . It i ' . d i f ' i c i l t f o r an artisan t o acq'iirc s u f f i c i e n t 
quantity o ' re- ' i ired rq,w material at the apiopriate time. In case of 
t'lose natevia ls , w o s o quota i s granted by Oovor^Kent, i t i s sauctioned 
t o bi^ firms and takes a irrfc ver;.'' Ion:? time t o ^at d e l i v e r i e s . Those 
v/ho are act sanctl ned quota by Goveriraent f u l f i l l the ir requir ments 
tlirou 'h black-narket 
Hot only t ! i i s , soraetimss, i t i s seen tha^ snai l nraiac^rs 
do lot '^ •et raw jRiate--ials is i t i s sold only in large quantit ies which 
i s beyonl t'^e ourjhasi i camcLtv of a s"-ialL producer. Lartje dealers 
l ike -I'lstan .'illuraia-iiuia Co. , deal with b i • ourc ases . 7 i s res ' . lbs 
in t r o ' b l e t o si ,all n .nu'acturers and t o r i s e of un-soc ia l activjibies 
It i s seen that some oarbles ha / i a somd cred i t nosit ion and ot 
)ro4 Lcin e l e c t r i c ^oods ^irchase raw n a t e r i i l s In quanbioies ani t^-en 
s e l l U on "il- ' i ir ir ices to other nrcducers. 
Th !ro i s i i scr iminabio i bo those manu?acturers 'jho ha/e ao 
"'ii-m f co t ia - j in socL3:y. The na •'ly-anthusiastic e.ibreoreneurs o 
not - e t bac :in . I'^ose •'•ho h ve .e vi^atl^u -nd car\ nlease o f f i c e r s are 
a l loted raw -laterial quota ani cani ' .n l . Thoro i s no c r i t e r i o n bo 
know the actuJ. nesd" o j r so s -^ o be ' e l oed . IV^o^®^ quotas once 
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al loted are -lot c>ec :3d as to '-Haro i t lias been used. 
e ) Defect ive Ilarketing "Bf System; 
The only means f o r d i soosa l 01 e l e c t r i c a l troods from i t s 
na!iir'''aGt olac3 i s middlemen. Thoy 'o from olace t o olace 
confessL. " par t i c t la r goods and crsat in* new narkets , they 
char-e a hi~h lerceatac^a of commiSo'.on -.ind are i i d i r e c t l y rsoTons i j l e 
or r a i s i n ' the irice of the ""inlshed e l e c t r i c a l irod lot . SomjuiitBS 
a r t i f i c i a l agents a l so cheat custcners by r e t t i ig advances booked iti 
favour 0 ' bo'^us f i rm, i 'hij M i l s confide.:ce of cu o^me_*3 par t i cu lar ly 
in ::adra3, "adhya rra ^sh e t c . I t i s a l so noticed th ;t a.-;ents of Ali-^arh 
are not v e i l '/ersed in Jlncjlish. Th-iro a '^e only a "ey pe.'.'oas -fho C8.n 
soea!: 3n d.ish and can convince custoirnro in South ari in ncmbny 'rhLch 
can abs'^rb a major oort ion of t o t a l ' o r o d n c f o n . 
llodern met',ads of advertising and 'tronarjanda are not ado-ited. IJo 
BX-)3ndit ij.'e i s incurred on oopular is in - ^oods thco'i^h ne'xs-papers. 
Tte tra-isoort al'so n-eoents sons i i f f i c i l ty in the success fu l 
markoti i - o" e l e c t r i c i l ^oods. ..ail- 'ays are orefercd t o rc -d t r a n j i o r t 
by the 3 ' e c t r l c a l d e i l e r j of . i l i "arh. Dej j i te o" uhe super i o r i t y of 
.tailway trans )ort, booki 1 - i s closed "or seve *al ) laces . T ' i s re ulos 
in over - i r o i i c t i o r^ .d b loc lin- o"" ca^i^-.l Tor cert i i )3r iod. . ' 'r"ior 
f a c i l i t i e s f o r , de-j iatch ani loa l i . i e t c . e t c . are Iso not avai lable 
in ;J.i :arh i?.ilvm/ Stu.uloi. Somsti-ne i t has been observed i.i t the 
rare'asers re f se to tike de' 'iv?rY o^ o 'ds o'.ri - t o the late de : ) a toh 
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of "oo is from Railvray s t a t i o n . Havlu- maint-ained t b e i r 
r3 T.1 CE-tlou in the aarkot o i ' o i ' C 8 o f slGctrlcal '{ooio have 
t o a l lov snec ia l coucec 'ion f o r ths de lay . M l this reduces 
of 
margiaai p r o f i t s . 
®) Dearbh of Ilanagerlal and Techaical Personnel. 
The most strikiii ' - de foc t i s that ma'orltj" o" i i l e c t r i ca l 
goods raanufactnrsrs rrs-re no kriowl3d;-;e regard L 1 tlie t echnica l i t i es 
of the i r industr lgs . Very i'a-j of t'--3i'i hava hal tho bene f i t 
of t o ch i ca l trodnin--;. Ths bulli of thon ai'o oursly of the 
nerch-nt clastj, and, as s'ich, iz a f f e c t s the e f f i c i e n c y and 
cost o" o r o d i c 1 1 on. 
^ ^leavy lur isn of Ta^css; 
ixce.jsivo t a x a t i o i i s killinf^ incenti.ve o'' producers 
and oncoura'-in - cor -u it Ion. Ili-h rates res il:. in r i - e in 
orices . I t i s inter i - . t i - t o f i d double taxation in Ali.- rh 
at the time vhen Ali'-arh E l e c t r i c a l manjfact'irers ["ace a 
coTDJtltion - f ith tnanu "acturara of Delhi and Punjab, •'7 !0 are 
s f o j e c ted t o s l n - l e taxutioi- . The transactlonsbotween 
merchant anl c 'e i lers ai'G tajceeChere. Tax s o i ld ao i ly >.0 
' i al coniiodity arrl lot ac d i f f e r e n t ooints i i r l n - i t s 
^roduct lo l . i . in case o'" shale c a r r i e r , ta:c i s oaynent 
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arise.s at sevaral olacaa. First vhen ths Tianu"act'irer oijxc'iases 
Gloss ["rem i'^rejtiisr Itoanl Co.jC.Lats i s 10 ner csnt) tlisn 3eco>^ >d time 
whsn th'j "i;mu"act'irsr purchase alluirrmium sh3ets and so on. Jvon 
i f 013 nanufact irer mak33 sales bo aio:h3r nanufact irer within the 
state i t 13 taxed. But i t i s not so in D e l u -ml . 'imjab. The 
r e j ' I t i s t ' a ^ the Tools cost nore here. 
There i s a v a s t hue ani c r j against the insDecfcors of 
Tax Jo^a^ 'Lm't . I t i . s a i i i thoy are not ^iven suffLcient 
amounts as hritae then thjy bcccime a -•?o'">l3?a to ">oor manufacturers, 
T'^ ose r'o can oloaae fc'era savs S'lC-'iGient amount.? from tax'.tlo.i. 
There are a"'so Soiaplaints a'^ainst i l e c t r i c i t y Deoart.nent 
for i t s i r r e - i l a r supoly -rhich causes - reat trouble to Tiinufact rers . 
j?he f-rowln- l j .boir inovenjat i s not satisfactory*, .i t ; ieucy 
aT)cars to or^ . nt in l i "-irers "_nl that i s nf lot ' /or :1 i b- heart, 
rho^^'i thjre ara h-,s been no nai or s tr ike in o l e c t r i c a l loods Jn 'ustir/ 
in recent nast but t>.e la ' )oirer co tinuo t o oose troubles to t ' -e ir 
ermloyers. 
The -ene a l I I s sa t i s fa c t i on in th3 labourers caasedLby 
. r i s in • orices has i t s iHJljJfcct on vorkj.-s in jJ lectr ica l -Toods i . : iu3try 
as v e i l , 'lot bein • a ' l e t o ^et va^es v ic!i cr i l l catc'- in -at'" / -e 
risin-f c o ' t o" li^^'ln • tViey express thoir diss at i s f act Lou by ado'itin:? 
•0 slow t a c t i e s . 
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it5Gfj;-c:3 .D iriois Fo.t n s ny.c^AL OF VAT^ IOJS BOTrLii^scs 
1 • In Orc^aulsatipnal Gob-ur): 
Th3 "lanMacturor s'.-o^ld b8 induced t o cai-ry jrofluc^ion 
on ba&i„ ol' I i / i : j l o n o ' la^oux"*. T'ox-c should ba L tj.'oiuctio-. of 
s c ier . t i r i c raanagsnDnt. I t ' ; l l l red'ice costs azii w i l l help in 
yida-i in- markat f o r )Z'o''Jcts of ^ilTctrical acods Industry. 
Form'tlr-i of Uo-ooar ' t lve ' locilgties: 
Industrial C —oojj.-a:.iv3 no73r.ont can be su^gestsd 
in so lure j oC i I ^tributio'-i and orocuromint o^ 'In nca f o r the 
innrov3 ant in inde '3 it v-^r'srs sic '^tla^ in tyranny oositi'^a 
]?' 01 1; b'>3oe iJor'-^'To of i l l ec tr i ca l Goods Indu t iy by nana are 
indo o-^isnt, b i t 00 soma sxtsnt aid in c a r t - i n f i s l i s ire t o t a l l y 
do le-de :t on middl^non eal'^ x-a for exi/ml8, t h j j 'nive to r j j o r t to 
tl^ eia f o r obtaining thDir r a n i i s i t s , furt'icrnor.3, chs so c i l l s d 
indo londont -/orcir. aro lorced i-ito a^r^ement bo s e l l of tn : : i r f inished 
-ood3 to Cose dea l e r j at oricea some w'lat lowjr than rulin™ orioes , 
A l l th3 33 d i ' " i c a l t i a s w i l l contLme unc i l these ' for^jrs do ict form 
tbe""selves i'^to a soc ie tv or uni ty . If they form s ich or jc l i s a t i o i 
tJ^ay ' i l l h:i'/3 to n y l o ^ j r j i ' i ce j f o r raw "iiats i a l s aid vLl l efc 
hi-fher )ric3S f o r t ' 3 fiils'-^ed ood j . 
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Scarcity o" caoiLal proscnta nany d i f f I c u l t i e a before 
Inde ^e.ident pro'Vicei-s. I t thf^re'^ore, ver;/ imnortanb t o 
S'inily rei j . isLte f i n a n c i a l he In . The Industrial Go-operative 
SocLetiea, s^oi.ld forra an a l l i e d co-oner tbiva Credit s o c l e t , 
should function as f i n a n c i e r . The c red i t s o c i e t y s' on Id borvov 
fun-Is from the Disbrict and Provincial Go-ooerativo lanlcs on chean 
and easy -erns , aiii helo i t s nembecs by advan-cin-j; thnn under s i M l a r 
terms. 
The Idea o" co-o'jer-ation !ias b~3n heltifal f o r the lurpose 
of removin-^ de fec ts o""' s n a i l units r in by ^:)etty oroiucers on a 
cotta'53 b a s i s . I t i s hooed thpt manufacturers of Ali'-jarh Jlec . r i c a l 
r-oods can al.3o bo ba e f i t t e d by vcrkin on these l i n e s . 
3. ^aliby : a^dn^ Sche-^ e: 
The iro'A'.ct-i iraiuced by th is industry are of various 
kinds. >3ry " i rn a.id f a c t o r v ma i.ifact ires v a r i e t i e s aui de^signs 
of i r o i i c c of ibc own c loice because 'V-^ryone wants t o dispose o f f 
i t s a r t i c l e s in hu e quantity in coisumiu • centres , at the c.ieanest 
r a t e s . This cheaj i r i c e leads to the iVj^eriority in the qualiby of 
the i r o d i c t . ^ s t a n d a r l i s a t i o n in this indu t ry does not e ^ i s t , 
b]~erefors, i t i s r. nermanenb need in th is industry to re i late f i e 
q la l i ty making scliene, or the sa'cj o" standardised Tcodic ts . The 
v;hols i-idu^try sho ild bo covered by the "i l a l i ty marki i scheme and 
a l l the firms and f a c t o r i e s s' o : ld be c o m e l l e d t o j o i n t'-e scheme. 
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technical exoorts and examiners s' ould be aDioiabed under this 
scheme -/^ u^Td c.uo3''-i/iEe ai'>i ox ,mne the voi-hlr. , manuTuctui'in^ 
and "JGJ . a t i h l n o ^ s r j c i r n s of fir^is and f a c t o r i e s . They t ry 
t o decect and c eck the dece - ' t l / e p'ractices or the vergers and 
traders of o l e c t r i c o l -oaJs industry of - U i ' a r h . Under t ' l i s 
sc" eme -orie orgai is l ion in Industry .^ill net remain as such a 
hol.ch Totc'i and In haooPiasard c o i d i t i o n as i t is today. The 
co-ouer ioiv'o : o d e t i e . s ' o i J d be fornsd t o carry out p r i n c i o l e s 
of co -operat ion so that the serene of q 'oLity marks ting nay be 
noss lb le and the d e i o r ,t ion of qua l i ty of e l e c t r i c a l joods 
be r e j t r i c t e d . 
4 . General f loral and Technical Education of forkors : 
Success o ' e l e c t r i c a l ;oois: industry' i s l a rge ly de lendeat 
on the levelo-onent o'" f^eneril and technica l education of 
v o r ' ^ r s . -feidifc^r-oy0cU'Bt'-"'m^l^i?!^ econcmLc c o n d i t i o n ' i ^ ^ e i r 
e f f i c i e i c y , 'f '\a3 a co sidei-hble i "luence on Jneir ouLoit and' 
earnin-3, r.u t be i m r o ' / e d . 7hat has a l i r e c t e f f e c t on the 
e f f i c leTicy o" craftsn-m i s the oromotion o" industr ia l t r a i n i 
and voc i t ional ^'lidaace. In both those vorhdrs of E l e c t r i c a l 
Goois Industry are no tor i oas ly bac ward. In f a c t , c a r e f u l l y 
claimed tec ' l ie .1 ed j . ca t>n can i r ov i i e a s a t i s f a c t o r y eo lu t i ca 
f o r Tiany ' f handicaps of i l e c t r i ' a l Goods Industry. 
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To arouse the enthusiasm o" labour f o r tho small 
iridustrieSj i t i s assent ia l thj.L they should be pT.ii accoriiri"; 
t o their trjch d e a l advaj:iceme-it - lepras by de'-ree and. st\ge by sta-je. 
Industrial Trainin^^ Inst itute Al i arh should arran-'s trainnin 
in moce jrocosses. At -jrasent i t i s i r o / i i i is; t ra inin - ia three 
K'ocisses. A nor; res ionsible man should be nade inohar'^e o" Snail 
Scale Industries ServLca InstLt i te . Tlie a c t i v i t i e s OT? t M s centre 
should t o enlarged. Ilobile trainin--; centres should be arran-ed. 
There shoild be some s o r t of moral educatio;. t o worksrs t o 
rami-d thom frequently ovrer their duty tcrards iadustr^r and nati-^i. 
Jarslessness i s increase . T i s s ' loi ld 33 c''ec":ed and la )ourGrs 
s'-ould not be f roe to indulge in destruct ive a c t i v i t i e s W'ich may 
lead t o situation' of Gherao. 
S• Sol lect iYe Md Publication of S t a t i s t i c s : 
Lach 0 ' adequate s t a t i s t i c a l and trade i rormitl'--n i s 
aiini.-.3dV \ s tan l ln - d i f f i c - i l i y in an i . idustry 's de\/eloo~i3nt. 
In case of J.i ir . i l e c t r l c a l aoods Iniujtr- / , the data Tiaintained 
by v ir lous da ) irtn;.its i s .ot S ' l f f l c l e n t . These deoartments .e . 
D i s t r i c t Industry's O f f i c e and ""lannins Of f i ce e t c . , should 
ac t lv l se their a c t i v i t i e s . 
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S• H.3moY3l 03" Dui?lica:e Taxation: 
Tax should b3 lev ied only oncR i . e . e i ther at the 
sta^-e of nurchasi 1(3- rau D.at-jrials or at tho stage of salo cf 
f i a i shsd -ocds so that the iadustry may noG b=3 undaly 
biwdsned. The various i 'fanicioal taxes should be exarained and 
thoroa-hl;y'" v;atci.ed by ota-o Gove±'a'n3nt3 and t-^ose "ound detrimc-sntal 
f o r the develoomant of in-Jusfcr;'- should be s cra>pe i . 
The star-e should t i y to -orevent the ex ' ) lo iuatlnn of w^.rhers 
which i s no'7 on inc re i se and i s done by the a c t i T i c i e s of lar-^e sca le 
manufacturej^/f0, at oresent , do not come unier Ghe j u r i s i i c a t t o n of 
the 'actory Act of 1343. I t has been seen that vorkers work 
e v j ; on holidays besides the -loor o" the f a c t o r i e s t o esxn ?iore and 
more -.'emuneration. For a l l these reasons i t Ls advocated thai. State 
must come with i t s re-^i larity rnoasuros t o the help o ' workers. 
OF -di Di:7^ L0P:K..T 
T^ - ire a r j very ^ood pros lect f o r S l ^ c t r i c a l CJoods [ndustry 
of - i l i^ r' t o develoo in l o z r f ' lture bec-iuse o'" ex is tence of re-'uired 
resources and i n c r e a ' i " '"e-iani f o r i t s o r o d i c t . . Jita 3X~>eat t i o n 
of burn.-:-)or cron, che I lustr-/ ; i l l b3 f o c i i ' no-e doman'^  "ram r i r z l areas 
ani iwiu3t:ri-il centre- . . Jqi^ cn .y t' Is but with ohe f i n a l i s a t i o i of 
e x i s o i - e>:-'an3lon T-'o-rmFies of ' d u s t r i a l i s t s , Hi -ar ' - - . ' i l l earn a 
name as jHecurical G ods oro i ' i c i Centre >iot o"J.y in co.mir'- bat 
ev3U i.; fo . -ei n l^nds. 
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PROVISION OF CjglTAL 
In the sphere of industrial credit the concept of 
security needs to be redefined. Credit institutions should 
review the types of security that they consider adequate 
and thereby widen the range of their activities. Seccxidly, 
they may in concert with each other take a measure of risk 
in extending credit ;provided the losses arising therefrom 
are, to some extent, guaranteed by a special institution 
or Government. 
In order to work i t properly, the commercial banks 
wili have to re-(sriBBt«l their ideas about the type of goods that 
can be accepted as realisable security and assess the risk of 
transaction on the basis of performance and standing of a unit 
rather than purely on how much of the security i t offers can be 
realised immediate and vdthout loss. 
Banks will only not have to investigate the personal 
integrity of the borrowing party but will also have to make an 
overall appraisal of the competence of the management and of the 
financial soundness and earning power of the undertaking. Banks 
will have to take a long-term view about the prospects of a borrowing 
unit and of the industry to which i t belongs for in a developing 
economy problem of production and marketing are vitally related 
to the problem of credit, whether short or long term. The banks 
- no -
will , therefore, require infonnation -n most of the aspects 
accounting, technical, economic and hiunan r oif-wtt-ofe 
It is true that these units suffer from Tarious handicaps 
lite lack of equipment power, necessary raw mtAerials, marketiag 
and finance and they do not seem credit - worthy because their 
posit cn is highly unstable. Mere prorision of financJfc to such 
units would not be sufficiait to make them work as economic units. 
In many instances lack of finance is the result, and Aot the cause, 
of other di f f icult ies . Unless these difficulties which may relate 
to lack of equipment or marketing faci l i t ies or inefficient 
management are removed, financial assistance alone may not be 
f r u i t f u l . The problem in essence is to make these small industrial 
e^Rjerprises credit worhty. It \d.ll therefore, in the fijrst instance 
be necer.sary to grade different units requiring financial 
assi'.tance as ^l) credit - worthy ^b) potentially credit worthy 
and (c) non credit-worthy. For this purpose specific criteria 
should be laid down, Gnerally, an industrial unit wouldbe credit-
wortlxy provided i t is well-equiped, is econcmically managpd, 
has a margin of profit and its proprietors are men of integrity. 
A potentially credit-worthy unit would be one in which most of the 
factors relating to production and management, technical 
personnel and marketing arrangements, that would make the 
working of the unit successful, are presAlit, with the exception 
of one or two factors, say finance and equipment the provision of 
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which would renderit an econcsnic unit. The third category consists 
of the misguided ventures which may be allowed to run their course 
mu t look to the three principal elements in an undertaking, 
( l ) the entrepreneur or craftsman. (2) his tools and equipment, and 
(3) the job he i s doing, and arrive at a Judgement whether the 
enterprise has either already succeeded or tfc is at least likely 
to improve its prospects if the required financial or non-finandal 
aids are forthcoming. 
The general diff iculty arises from the lack of dajective 
matetial on the basifi of which the element of risk involved in 
each proposal can be assessed. For Instance, i t is scmetimes 
found that the prospective borrowers do not maintain proper accounts 
either on the basis of individual jobs undertaken or for the different 
products manufactured by themj nor are some of the accounts 
properly audited so as to be dependable. It is true that A is a 
very reliable person is highly qualified, knows his job,but there 
should be objective proof to show that his saies have been 
maintained or are progressively rising and that he is working at 
a fair margin of profit and is likely to maintain i t in future. 
Again, there .is a firm which requiring financial accommodatioi for 
building factory premises, i t is doing well but there are no 
|p|^ «dited accounts to show that the record of past earnings was 
satisfactory. 
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These diff iculties can be overcome by requesting the 
prospective borrowers to have their accounts properly organised 
and duly audited by qualified accountantsj most of them are 
willing to comply. There are some units, however, that have 
not got the accounts personnel and which cannot afford to have 
their accounts audited becauseit is expensive. For such units, 
long term fina"lBcial institutions or departmental agencies should 
engage their own internal auditors who would advise the 
prospective borrowers how to maintain their accounts in a simple 
manner, and secondly would carry out the necessary audit chekcks 
to test the earning capacity of the units concerned. The lending 
institution or department must satisfy itself that the net value 
of security, offered is adequate, the concern has the prospect of 
utilising financial assistance -fruitfully, the party is rel4a[i)le 
and credit - worthy, and the unit will be in a postixsa to service 
the loan and repay i t by agreed instalments. So far as the small 
industrial undertakings are concerned, the officers of the 
lending institution would look to the proprietor or the key man 
in the undertaking and test his attitude as a borrower. This is 
a crucial test because in every type of lending i t is 
essential to know that the borrowers are genuinely concerned in 
utilising the fUnds for the purposes for which they are given and 
further that they are anxious not only to service the loan but to 
repay the principal amount of instalments. The problem affecting 
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the xmorganised segment are diff icult but they have to be faced, 
because unless the small units are properly assisted, i t will 
not be posHible to organise, expand and develop this sector of 
our industrial structure. They are in need not only of financial 
assistance but of assistance and advice on other matters, 
technical and managerial. For instance, X is producing certain 
articles wMch are mainly produced by hand, he is now in need of 
suitable machinery and wants working capitsil. Taking al l factors 
into account he deserves help because he has created a good market 
and i f he gets the machinery he wants, will be in a position to 
produce superior quality goods and improve his earnings. N, a 
proprietory concern, was producing metal utaasils and suffered 
heavy losses, but i t has since changed its lines of manufacture 
with the result that its earnings have improved; i t wants financisGL 
assistance for the acquisition of additional machinery and 
working capital. It has been amenable to suggestions about chang-
ing the lines of manufacture and the employment of suitable 
technical personnel. With these changes, there is every prospect 
of i ts using effectively any financial help that may be extended 
to i t . Further, there is T who has started a new industry which i s 
the f i r s t of its kind and'^r^S^ofinancial assistance to establish 
i t . Before this can be given, certain conditicns mst be fulf i l led 
There should be a minimum share capital. Ari^angements 
for adequate working capital have to be made, the technical 
soundeess of the whole scheme must be examined and the prospects 
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of its earning capacity shouH bs assessed. Investigation on 
all these factors having proved satisfactory, the loan accomodation 
can be safely given. 
Ill case where manufacture and trading "distt. exist, the 
lender should ask that the two activities should be kept separate 
•u 
and the financial accommodation should be utilised only for the 
manufacturing activity. 
It is essential to insist that the small entrepreneurs 
know the jcb they are doing, have e^erience of manufacturing 
these particular products and have prospects of marketing them. 
In assessing the soundness of a loan pooposition, therefore, 
what is needed is an overall appooach and if the usual criteria 
are satisfied the financial assistance should be given; but in 
cases where the units concerned have no prospect of improving 
their position, no useful purpose would be served by throwing 
good money after bad. There are quite a number of units, however, 
which may be brought under an jSt 'Improvement programme" and 
special grants should be allocated to make them efficient and 
economic units so as to deserve institutional credit. 
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PROSPECTS OF FUTUBE DE75iL0PMSNT 
Seeing the availability of required resources and 
increasing demand for i ts products i t can be asdd that 
the future chancea of Slectrical Goods Industry of Aligarh 
are bright. With the present lunger crop, the rural economy 
will revive and there would be large increase in demand for 
electric goods because villagers £ire to be electri f ied. Not 
only this but sifter the finalisaticn of existing expansion 
programmes of z s t M various firm, Aligarh shall earn a name 
among ranking electrical goods producing centre liot only 
in the country, but even in foreign lanis. 
APPENDIX - I 
Name of iBoftrtant Electric Goods Manufaoturlng Firms 
and their Addresses; 
1 . Imperial Electric Trading Corporation, Ashok BuildIng.G.T.Road 
Allgarh. 
2. Misra Electric Co.,Premier Nagar. 
3 . Liberty Electrical C-3 Industrial Estate,Allgarh. 
4 . Verma Electric Co., Braket Bhandar 
5. O.D.0rothers,Sarai Din Dayal. 
6. Star Electric Trading Co., Madar Gate 
7 . Indian Wire Products Private,Ltd., Premier Nagar 
8. Nawrang Metal Industries, Mamu Bhanja. 
9. Kashyap Electric and Metal Indus tries, Saral Mltu Lai. 
10. Mltra Electrical, Dubey - Ka - Parao. 
1 1 . Light House Industries, Turkmangate. 
1 2 . The Best CcmpaiQr, City Fort 
1 5 . Nlnnal Industries,Kanungcyan 
14. General Electric Trading Co., Manlk Chcwk 
1 5 . Canaerclal Electric Works, Tantanpara. 
16. Universal General Industries, Turkmangate 
1 7 . Electro Traders,Sanicharipenth,Kutub Ki Saral. 
18 . Ohited Traders - Pathar Ke Market. 
19. Bharat Electricals, Parao Dube 
20. Bhartiya Audhyogic Kareyalaya Near D.A.V.College. 
ii 
2 1 . Sun Industries, Devorikapuri 
22. Singh Indutries - Arnagar Opposite D.A.V.College. 
23. Fine Material Co of India D-7, Industrial Estat*. 
24. Dalai Electricals, Premier Nagar 
25. Mithan Lai & Sons Parao Buey,G.T.Road. 
26. Mahasakti Electric Co., Sarai Ratan Lai 
27. Prabhakar Industries, Jaiganj. 
28. Sarswat Electricals, Manik Chowk. 
29. Sharma Trading Co., Babrimandi. 
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APPSHDK - III 
FAMIIJBBUDGET OF A LABODRBR OF EIECTRICAL GOODS IHDDSTRY 
1 . Sire of family 
No*of adult males 1 
No.of adult females 2 
No.of adult children 2 
male 
No.of adult children 1 
female 
2. Monthly net inoomo 
wages 







5 . Mohthly Expenditure 
1 - Sr.No. Item of expenditure 
1 . Food grains 
2. Wheat 
3 . Rice 
4 . Bajra 
5 . Pulses 
6. Spices 
7 . Sugar or Gur 
8. Oil and Ghee 
9. Milk 
lO. Vegetables 
B - Clothing 
C - Home Rent and repairs. 























E - Education. 3*60 
P - Recreation and amusement. 13.55 
g - MisceUaneotts 2.90 
Postage 3.50 
Travelling expenses 4.25 
Smoking. 
Interest medicine etc. 5.85 
165.00 
APPT?NDIX 
A S U R W or TT'LVCTHIC .^L GOODS i m S T R Y AT ALIGADH. 
I . Gonpral Infortiutlon 
1 « Hamp' of th.® ilsta blishmpnt 
2 , Location 
3 , Y^^ar of foundation. 
4 , Has the_^pstablishmpnt any branches 
5 , Is th- establishment own^d by 
(a) A singl '" iH'^ mbprsof th'- family ? 
(b) Two or mori" momb^rs of thp family ? 
(c) Family and othprs jointly? ? 
I 
(d) Indi^i duals who do not togpth'^r consititufcp a family ? 
6 , Is work carriod on at hom^ - ? 
7 , Is powor uspd in production ? 
II. Capital StructurpJ 
Fix?d c a p i t a l (A) |fend and Building« 
P a r t i c u l a r s | As on 3 1 . 3 . 1 9 6 6 I As on 3 1 . 3 . 1 9 6 7 . 
( 1 ) Purpose 
(2) Ar-^a 




(4) If hirpd, monthly r-^nt 
(5) Valup. 
(6) I ' ^ i t i a l Vdlup in Rs.. 
(a) i f purchasod , purchaso pric^ 
(b) i f inhpritpd, pstinatpd valup 
(c) i f |iirnd, pstimatnd v^xup 
( 7 ) Rrpairs and mdntpnanc'^ charges during th® yr^dr 1,4<^1967 to 
3 1 , 3 . 1 9 6 8 
(8) Dppr'^ciation 
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I I I . ^ L H C r OF FINAATC;?-
1 « Total Inv^stiri'^ i;: 
2 , Cc^pital inv.-st- ' i by propri'->tor 
3 , Shcirp c a p i t a l 3Dntribut'-d by partn^^rs or oth-^r mrmbrrs of 
f a m i l y , 
4 , Has any ohtstc - ding fin<^nGo br^ '^ n obtained 
I f y^s, from vhich sourc^ has f inance b'^rn obtcin'^d 






3 . Privat-^ individuals 
3!:h-rs ( S p - c i f y ) 
Intorf^st or 
prrmium. 
6 , (a) Gross values of output "during th^ ^ y - a r 
It-m D-'E'or j pt.i on Qudfefcity Ra t^ Ve]^: 
(h) P o t - n t : a 1 Qncput 
It^m D - s c r i p t i o n (Quantity Rat,i V,- ll--
DISPOSAL OF PRODDi:€' during th^ y.-ar 





(ii)__ t a l - ' s to Small S c a l r i n d u s t r i e s 
Itplll ' Ins id'--
•Qty. 
i lip;c.rh 
jhato j v - l u p 
' - Outside A l i g a r h " 
' Item ' Q t y . Ratf^ Vrlu<^ 
' { i i i ) "s'al'^s to larg-^ scaln i n d u s t r i - ^ s . 
Ins id ^ AHi^aria ^ 
Qty R^tr. 
1 
.' I t -m 





(a) Typ^s of Labour 1 2 " 
( 1 ) Jvn'^rs 
( 2 ) F^.mily m-mb-^rs 
( 3 ) Hlrr^d Labourjo: 
2 . a ) S K i l L - d 
( 2 ) 
'0 • 
(b) WAGT^ .S 
P a r t i c u l a r s 
1 « Workr^rs -^mployod d a i l y 
1 . Work-^rs on pi^c-
"" rat'^« 
. 2 , tim^ ro-t-" 
2 . V a l u - of work giV'-n out 
Av-^vh.^^ MQiafanr Rr-to of wagr-s Waig-^ s paid 
Cost of mat-trials , f u - 1 , ^ l - ^ c t r i c l t y rtc. 
Itnms 
1. Furl 
2 . K l o c t r i c i t y 
3 . L u b r i c a n t s 
4 . Othrr c o s t s s-
1 . Contain'"'rs 
2 , Packing 
3 . Adv-rtif^smrnts 
4 , Transport 
5 . S a l ' - s 
Unit ' Quantity Valu^ 
, consumr>d. . 
ax 
6 . 0 t h - r T a x - s 
7 . Incom- TaS 
8 . R - n t 
9 . I n t - r ' S t 

M R F R T Y S 
I- I " 
1 
W T F / 6 0 
Water tight fitting is complete with glass 
& porcclain Holder suitable for 100 watts 
Lamp. The Reflector is madeout o f P. C . R . C 
Sheet and armature f rom cast Aluminium, 
Taped in 1 /2"GI, 3 / 4 " O r 5 / 8 " Conduit . It is 
stove enamelled out side grey and inside white. 
Each piece packed in one Box . 
All these Bulk Head fittings are made out 
o f Cast Alum, fitted with porcelain Holders, 
Heat resisting glasses and finely stove enamelled 
in attractive co lour . Each piece is packed in one 
line Board Box . These are suitable for 3 / 4 " 
conduit or 1 /2 " G. I. Pipes and 6 0 - 1 0 0 watts 
Lamps. 
Phone No. 880 
BHF/lOl 
BHF/102 
G r a m : - : ' L I B E R T Y " 
O 
L I B E R T Y E L E C T R I C A L S 
C-3 INDUSTRIAL E S T A T E ALIGARH. ( U. P. ) 
LIBERTY'S 
M V L / H / 8 0 3 
The fitting is most elegantly made out o f pressure casted A L U M I N I U M and 
Nicely painted m anticorrosive grey stove enamel colour. It is fitted with a very fine heat 
resisting glass. It is supplied with 3 pin B. C . Porcelain or Goliath screw cap holder. 
It is most suitable for street Lighting, Lawns, Parks, Bridges, Petrol Pumps, 
W o r k Shops and for so many such other purposes. 
It is moderately priced than any other make. 
M V L / T / 8 0 1 
M V L / O / 8 0 5 
The fittings N o . M V L / T / 8 0 1 is also made out o f pressure castcd aluminium and 
nicely painted in anticorrosive grey stove enamel colour. 
It IS complete with the best quality heat resisting glass 3 pin porcelain 
holder. It is also available in Side entry and in " T o p and Side entry" both. It is suitable 
for 3 / 4 " GI or 1" conduit pipe. 
M V L / O / 8 0 5 is made out o f best quality ISI marked aluminium sheet and finely 
spun by the technically trained personals. 
It is nicely painted in anticorrosive ^Jpve enamel colour grey out side and 
white inside. * 
It is complete with the best quality heat resisting glass supported by three fine 
brass springs fitted with 3 pin B C . porcelain holder. 
Ut is suitable for 3 / 4 " GI or 1" conduit pipes. 
L . M . P O L E L I N E H A R D W A R E 1 eal le l - I .Ml l 
I 
L.T. shackle Insulators 










I.. T. PIN INSULATORS 
W i l l i G I. Spindles 
Size 4"x2i" 
T Y P E l .MHl 
G. I. Stay Rods (LMSR) 6' X 3/4'• 6' X 5'8-
1 ( OP INSULATORS 




G . 1 PINS h O R 
H T INSULA I O R S 
Upto 22000 V 
(^ LMiin) 
D I S C F I T T I N G S 
F O R H. T. I N S U L A T O R S 
Upto 22000 V. 
LMHP 
L. M. AERIAL FUSES 
L. M. Aerial Fuses are made oul o f vitrous porcelain with brass mefal pans 
to give a trouble free service in following siyes :— 
L M H F 1 L M H F 2 L M H F ^ L M H F 4 L M H F 5 
15 Amps 30 Amps 60 Amps 100 Amps 200 Amps 
T Y P E L M H F 
LMHFA 
L, M. Aerial fuses made out of 
insulated board with Sturdy 
Bolts, Nuts & Washers of lined 
brass. 
L M. STRFET L I G H T F ITT INGS 
Arc made to choice of customers in various designes and to suit individual 
requirements. 
L. M. CABLE SOCKETS 
L. M. Cable Sockets arc made oul o f 
lined Copper Suitable upto 1000 Amps. 
L M H C 
LINE MATERIAL CO. OF INDIA 
(REGD. OFFICE 11/56 ORIGINAL ROAD. KAROL BAGH. N- DELHI-5) 
D - 7 . I N D U S T R I A L E S T A T E . 
A. r^  I O Jt. R H . 
GRAMS - L.1NES' PHONES- S 4 e A7» 
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